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This dissertation consists of three essays in the broad area of Information Theory, Bayesian
econometrics and financial economics. The first essay (Chapter 1) is about measuring
uncertainty and disagreement of economic forecasters within the context of the survey based
method. Uncertainty is an intangible concept and its value is not observable, so in order to
deal with the causes and consequences of economic uncertainty we need to have a proper
measurement method. Survey based methodology is one of the prominent approaches in
the literature. Survey of professional forecasters (SPF) is one of the important surveys
that economists use to measure the uncertainty. Each quarter Central Banks survey panels
of experts on the current and future states of the US economy. Each expert provides a
probability distribution for the pre-assigned categories of an economic variable such as GDP
and consumer price index. Recently, Shannon entropy has been used for measuring the
uncertainty of the economic variable based on the forecasters distributions. We develop
this line of research by utilizing the full power of the information theoretic and Bayesian
machineries. The Kullback-Leibler divergence provides a strong measure of disagreement
among the forecasters as well as the expected information provided by the forecasters
about the economic variable in a random environment. This measure formalizes the idea of
ii
forecasters retain portions of the information that the environment provides for predicting the
economic variable, along the lines of Sims (2003, 2006, 2010) theory of rational inattention.
In this context, the environment plays the role of the noisy channel of the communication
theory. The maximum entropy probability vectors derived based on the moments of the
forecasters distributions provide upper bounds for the uncertainty. Bayesian models combine
the uncertainty about the unknown probability distribution of the economic variable and
the forecasters uncertainties. The uncertainty about each economic forecasters uncertainty
measure is taken into account in two ways, Bayesian hierarchical models for the uncertainty
measure, and Dirichlet prior for the vector of probabilities of the categories. We apply
Bayesian hierarchical models to the SPF data to explore the time patterns of aggregate
uncertainty measures about the US inflation rate during 1992-2012 and use Dirichlet models
to study the uncertainty of a panel of forecasters about the inflation rate.
The second essay (Chapter 2) extends the idea of measuring uncertainty and disagreement,
that we have developed in the previous section, into the model based framework. Various
models of uncertainty have been studies in the literature. Time series models of hetroskedasticity
such as Autoregressive Conditional Hetroskedasticity (ARCH) model of Engle (1982) and its
extension in which conditional variance surrounding the prediction is time varying are some
of the models have been studied in the literature. Recently the unpredictability of economic
conditions is described as the decision makers’ uncertainty about the economy (Ludvigson
and Ng (2013)). Since the correct model is unknown, ignoring the other potential models
could result in underestimating or overestimating the measure of uncertainty. In this essay,
we consider the model uncertainty by taking into account a set of plausible models instead of
relying on a single model. We focus on the diffusion index model and set up the model space
as the set of linear models constructed by different combination of principle components.
We view each model as an economic forecaster, and the posterior predictive distribution
of each model is assumed as an individual probability distribution about the the economic
variable. Defining the aggregate measure of uncertainty and disagreement among different
iii
models’ predictive distribution and explore the relationship between in the direction I will
be chasing in the second paper.
The final essay (Chapter 3) is on the predictability of asset return using the information
contained in balance sheet activities of market based financial intermediaries. The interconnection
between the balance sheet activities of financial intermediaries, asset prices and macroeconomic
activities have been studied in the literature. Adrian and Shin(2010) examine the predictability
of the excess asset return and show that the leverage growth of security broker dealers as
well as the asset growth of shadow banking system could forecast the excess return of an
extensive list of financial portfolios. Some other authors points the effect of the balance sheet
activities of financial intermediaries on economic activities. In this chapter we investigate
whether the balance sheet variables of financial intermediaries could provide new information
beyond what is concealed in the macroeconomic variables in predicting asset returns as well as
economic activities. Using a large panel of data set of macroeconomic variables as well as the
balance sheet variables of financial intermediaries in the context of dynamic factor model,
we estimate the latent factors that explain the variation of economic as well as financial
variables. Implementing the estimated latent factors together with the leverage growth of
security broker dealers and the asset growth of shadow banking system, we observe that
leverage growth of security broker dealers and the asset growth of shadow banking system
have predicting power beyond the macroeconomic as well as the balance sheet variables of
financial intermediaries in sample and out of sample forecast.
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Uncertainty and its effect on economic activities are longstanding topics in the economic
literature. Okun (1971) and Friedman (1977), in his Nobel Laureate speech, discussed the
interrelationship between, inflation uncertainty, inflation, and future economic activities.
According to Friedman (1977), in a country with long term institutional arrangements
and financial contracts, higher inflation triggers pressure and demands actions through
policy interventions. He viewed the inflation uncertainty in terms of the variability of
inflation or anticipated inflation by economic agents. Following this line of arguments,
Fischer and Modigliani (1978) pointed out deterioration of long-term contracts and decline
of the rate of investment as responses to future price uncertainty, also in terms of the price
variability. Ball (1992) implemented Friedman’s idea through a model that showed higher
inflation is associated with the uncertainty about monetary policy and inflation. They
2measured uncertainty by the variance of the future inflation and decomposed it into two
components, one due to the exogenous inflation shocks, and one due to the Fed inflation
target policy. Several other authors have studied the effect of inflation uncertainty on interest
rate, the slope of Philps curve, investment, saving, real wage, the degree of indexation
in contracts, employment, asset choices, valuation, demand for index assets, among other
economic variables (Levi and Makin (1979), Levi and Makin (1980), Bomberger and Frazer
(1981), Baldwin and Ruback (1986), Makin (1982), Makin (1983) and Mullineaux (1980)).
More recently, economic uncertainty is viewed as one of the key sources of economic
fluctuation and increasingly has been drawing attention of the researchers in the field (Bloom
(2009), Bloom et al. (2012), Bachmann and Bayer (2011) and Bachmann et al. (2010b)).
These papers have developed models for studying the effect of the time variation of uncertainty
on economic activities. Inflation targeting policy by central banks across the world since
1990’s has generated further interest in the uncertainty about the inflation. Aoki and Kimura
(2007) and Erceg and Levin (2003) have shown how the economic agent’s uncertainty about
the inflation target distorts bank’s stabilization policy and affects the inflation persistence
and volatility.
The uncertainty is an intangible concept and therefore can be measured in various ways.
The methods that have been used to measure uncertainty can be classified into three broad
categories: (a) economic and financial indexes as proxies for uncertainty. Examples include
Baker et al. (2013), Pindyck (1988), Ferderer (1993), and Carruth et al. (2000); (b) model
based approach, see for example, (Engle (1983), Evans (1991), Stock and Watson (2007) and
Jurado et al. (2013)); and (c) survey based solicitation which is the focus of this chapter.
The Survey of professional forecasters (SPF) of the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia,
the European Central Bank’s survey of professional forecasters, Bank of England’s Survey
of External Forecasters, Michigan survey of inflation expectations and the Livingston survey
have drawn attentions of researchers to the survey approach. The advantages of survey data
on expectations/uncertainty relative to the model-based approach are as follows. These
3databases allow researchers to use ex-ante measures of uncertainty in real time data. The
survey-based approach provides perceived forecasts of the economic agents or analysts which
are based on all available information, inclusive of use of models that provide information
conditional on the past data. The survey based method has also been viewed to be more
reliable particularly when the economy has recently undergone a structural change, such as
adoption of an inflation target (Rich et al. (2012)). The survey based data also allow policy
makers and researcher to study the uncertainties of various demographic groups (Mankiw
et al. (2004)). In addition, some authors have expressed preference for the survey based
method in contrast to the model based approach where the uncertainty about the model
itself is not considered. This issue, however, mainly pertains to the frequentist paradigm
and can be addressed to a great extent by a Bayesian approach. In chapter 2 we discuss the
issue in more detail and justify a solution through Bayesian approach in a class of diffusion
index models.
The focus of this chapter is on the survey based method and mainly the Survey of
Professional Forecaster (SPF). This survey was launched in 1968 as a joint project by the
Business and Economic Section of the American Statistical Association and the National
Bureau of Economic Research to create a database for quarterly economic outlook through
survey of economic forecasters. The survey solicits data from economists in corporate
business and finance, academic institutions, government consulting firms, trade associations,
and labor unions (Zarnowitz and Braun (1993)). Each quarter the respondents provide
probability distributions for economic variables such as the GDP deflator between the previous
and the current year and between the current and the following year. In 1992, the database
was transferred to the Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia and since then it is referred to as
the Survey of Professional Forecasters (SPF). This database has evolved into an important
source for studying uncertainty and disagreement about the economic variables by researchers
and policy makers. Other financial and policy making organizations such as the European
Central Bank’s survey of professional forecasters and Bank of England’s Survey of External
4Forecasters have followed suit and solicit probability distributions using survey method.
Despite the success of the SPF in attracting researchers to the use of the forecasters’
probability distributions for measuring uncertainty and disagreement, the following deficiencies
in this stream of research are evident.
• There is a lack of a general framework for measuring uncertainty and disagreement
which fully utilizes the probability distributions provided by the SPF database and
similar surveys.
• The dynamics of the uncertainties of the economic forecasters have not been studied
beyond displays of sequence plots at the quarterly aggregate level. These dynamics
have not been taken into account for examining the relationships between uncertainty
and other variables based on longitudinal data beyond some sporadic attempts at the
aggregate level.
• The uncertainty about the unknown distribution of the economic variable has not been
taken into account in measuring uncertainty about the variable.
This chapter fills these voids by utilizing the information theory concepts and Bayesian
models for measuring uncertainty and disagreement about the inflation rate based on the
SPF data.
1.1.1 Brief Background
The SPF and similar surveys solicit point forecasts and probabilities that an economic
variable Y falls into a set of m preassigned intervals, referred to as forecast distributions.
In the economics literature, various variance measures are used for quantifying uncertainty
about Y based on these forecast distributions. The most basic measure is the average of
variances σ2i (or standard deviations) of the mid-interval points of the forecaster distributions
pi = (pi1, · · · , pim), i = 1, · · · , n (Zarnowitz and Lambros (1987); Lahiri et al. (1988)). The
5histogram variance, Sheppard’s correction for σ2i , and the variance of the normal fit to the
histogram have also been considered (Zarnowitz and Lambros (1987); Giordani and So¨derlind








and then the uncertainty is measured by σ2a computed using methods similarly to the
individual’s forecast distribution (Giordani and So¨derlind (2003); Wallis (2008)).
Considerable attention has been devoted to the following decomposition of the variance
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µi is the mean of pa. Interpreting µi as
the forecaster’s point forecast, µa is the consensus (mean expected) forecast (Zarnowitz
and Lambros (1987); Lahiri et al. (1988)), and the second term in (2) is the measure of
disagreement (Giordani and So¨derlind (2003); Wallis (2008)). Lahiri et al. (1988) interpreted
(2) in terms of the more familiar analysis of variance terminologies: the total variation, within
respondents uncertainty, and between respondents uncertainty. Rich and Tracy (2010) drew
on the idea of (2) to compute an analog for the average variance by subtraction, σ2a − σ2F ,
where σ2F is the variance of the point forecast Fi provided by the forecaster in addition
to the forecast distribution. Assuming that Fi ≈ µi, they called this measure “implied
moment-based uncertainty”; for an excellent expository analysis of comparison of point
forecasts and forecast distributions, see Engelberg et al. (2009).
The Shannon entropy has also been used for measuring uncertainty about economic
variables based on survey data (Soofi et al. (2009); Rich and Tracy (2010). Rich and
Tracy (2010) recognized that the entropy of pa decomposes into two terms as follows:
6“One of the terms would correspond to average uncertainty, but the other term would
correspond to the dispersion in respondents’ forecast uncertainty, not in their inflation
forecasts”. However, while they did recognize that the latter term is a Kullback-Leibler
divergence (private communication), they did not discuss this important measure further. A
growing line of literature in macroeconomics referred to as “rational inattention” utilizes the
mutual information for measuring the amount of information retained by economic agents for
decision-making (Sims (2003, 2006, 2010)); Woodford (2009)). In a discussion of the paper
of Mankiw and Reis (2002) has been mentioned that disagreement among the economic
forecasters may be explicated in terms of this theory.
Some authors have asserted that the dispersion of point forecasts is driven by the uncertainty
about the economic variable, and hence can be used for measuring the uncertainty (Barnea,
Dotan, and Lakonishok 1979; Levi and Makin 1980; Bomberger and Frazer 1981; Bomberger
1996; Makin (1982); Giordani and So¨derlind (2003)). This measure is particularly popular
when a survey only solicits point forecast. An alternative view asserts that the dispersion
of point forecasts is not necessarily reflective of the variance of their perceived distributions
of the economic variable (Zarnowitz and Lambros (1987); Lahiri et al. (1988)). Various
models and measures have been used for examining relationships between the uncertainty
and disagreement (Zarnowitz and Lambros (1987); Giordani and So¨derlind (2003); Lahiri
and Sheng (2010); Rich and Tracy (2010)).
Examining the relationship between uncertainty and point forecast has been also of
interest. Okun (1971) as well as Friedman’s (1977) Nobel Lecture both considered the
interrelationship between inflation uncertainty and perceived inflation. Thus far, the empirical
models developed based on the SPF data are for the quarterly aggregate level uncertainty
and do not include the dynamics of the quarter-to-quarter evolution of the uncertainty.
71.1.2 Objectives
In this chapter, we address three major issues concerning the uncertainty and disagreement
about an economic variable, highlighted above by the bullet points. First, we present the
information theory as a formal unifying framework for studying the notions of uncertainty
and disagreement about an economic variable. This framework bridges the use of entropy
for measuring uncertainty based on survey of forecast distributions (Soofi et al. (2009); Rich
and Tracy (2010)) with Sims’s theory of rational inattention (Sims (2003, 2006, 2010)). The
Kullback-Leibler divergence noted above provides a strong measure of disagreement which:
(a) is inclusive of the dispersion in respondents forecasts used in the literature and (b) is
the measure of expected information retained from a random environment by the panel of
forecasters, along the lines of Sims’s theory.
Second, we provide an extensive information analysis of the SPF data for the uncertainty
of the U.S. inflation rate, both at the individual forecasters level and at the quarterly
aggregate level. This analysis illustrates several features of the information approach at the
individual forecasters and the quarterly aggregate levels. These analyses include maximum
entropy upper bounds for the uncertainty and the entropy index adjustments for the changes
made in the number of intervals used in the SPF for soliciting probabilities since 1968. We
develop Bayesian hierarchical models for the entropies of the individual forecast distributions
and for the entropy of the quarterly aggregate distribution. These models explore the
Markovian dynamics of the evolution of the uncertainty about the inflation rate over time.
In addition, we examine the association between the inflation rate uncertainty and point
forecast, and the dispersion of point forecasts through models that include the dynamic of
uncertainty.
Third, for measuring uncertainty about an economic variable we take into account the
uncertainty about its probability distribution. We use the Dirichlet embedding (Soofi et al.
(2009); Ebrahimi et al. (2011)) and view each forecaster’s vector of probabilities as a feature
of a Dirichlet distribution such as the mean or mode (the most probable outcome). We
8use the expected entropy as the prior Bayes estimate of the uncertainty for the forecaster.
This approach combines the uncertainty about the probability distribution of the economic
variable and the entropy of the forecaster’s distribution, thereby providing an increased
measure of uncertainty.
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 1.2 presents the information theory of
uncertainty and disagreement between economic forecasters. Section 1.3 illustrates applications
of the information measures to the SPF data. Section 1.4 develops Bayesian hierarchical
models for the individual’s and quarterly aggregate uncertainty about the inflation rate.
Section 1.5 discusses the Dirichlet embedding of the forecast distributions and provides more
insights about the notions of disagreement and information through a regression example.
Section 1.6 gives concluding remarks.
1.2 Concepts and Measures
We define the notions of uncertainty, disagreement, and information at the general level
in terms of probability distributions and present the respective measures in terms of the
Shannon entropy and Kullback-Leibler divergence.
An economic forecaster refers to a forecast distribution which can be the subjective
distribution of an individual solicited through a survey pi or the predictive distribution of an
econometric model. The forecast distribution has been generated within an environment X
and will be denoted by fy|x (the forecast horizon is suppressed to simplify the notations). We
view X as a stochastic environment from which a forecaster use an outcome x and provides
the post-data distribution fy|x. The conditional notation fy|x represents the dependency of
the forecast distribution on x. The environment X can be non-metric (categorical) or metric
(continuous or discrete), and is endowed by a probability distribution G with a generalized
density g relative to a measure ν(x). We present the concepts and measures for non-metric
X where G is an n-point distribution, but the forecast distribution can be continuous
9or a probability vector. For the forecast distribution solicited by a survey, X represents
the environment from which the outcome xi has been retained by the forecaster i for the
purpose of constructing forecast distribution pi = py|xi . This view provides two important
interpretations of disagreement, one along the lines of Sims’s theory of rational inattention,
and one along the lines of Bernardo’s expected utility of the sample information for Bayesian
inference (Bernardo (1979)). For the predictive distributions of a set of econometric models
fy|x, the environment X represents the model space. In the Bayesian approach X represents
the model space considered for the model averaging. In Section 1.5 we illustrate the extension
to the continuous case through an example where X represents a random regressor for
predicting Y .
1.2.1 Information Framework
The uncertainty about an economic variable Y is a function of the probability distribution
f that one uses for forecast it. The most uncertain case is when all outcomes of Y seem
equally likely, hence no outcome can be favored over the others by a higher probability. More
concentrated distributions are associated with lower uncertainty and more informativeness
about predicting Y . Thus an uncertainty function of a distribution F measures the lack of
concentration of the density function f . Two desirable properties of an uncertainty function,
denoted as, U(f) are as follows (Ebrahimi et al. (2010)):
(a) U(f) is a concave function of f .
(b) U(f) ≤ U(f ∗) where f ∗ is a proper or improper uniform density.
Figure 1 displays an overview of the information framework for the notions of uncertainty
and disagreement schematically. As shown in Figure 1, aggregate measures of uncertainty


















Figure 1.1: Schematic representation of the information framework for uncertainty and
disagreement of economic forecasters.
branch) or by pooling the individual forecast distributions (right branch):








The first measure is referred to as the consensus uncertainty and fc is a linear pool of
the individual forecast distributions, hence a consensus forecast distribution (Garthwaite,
Kadane, and O′Hagan 2005). We use fc as an estimate of the distribution of Y , but at this
point we have avoided introducing additional notations and present the concepts assuming
that fc represents the distribution of Y . This formulation is a formalization of (1) used in
the survey forecast literature where G(x) is the uniform distribution (Giordani and So¨derlind
(2003)). The extension to the case of unknown distribution of Y will be discussed in Section
1.5.
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The left and right branches in Figure 1 are connected by the information provided by






= U(fc)− Uc(fy|X ) ≥ 0. (5)
The non-negativity of the expected information is implied by the concavity of U(·) and the
inequality becomes equality, if and only if fy|x(y) = fc(y) for all (x, y); that is, X and Y
are stochastically independent. The concavity of U(·) is a reasonable requirement, since on
average, one variable (the environment X ) reduces the uncertainty about another variable
Y , with the worst case being noninformative (DeGroot 1962).
The discrepancy between an individual forecast distribution fy|x and the consensus forecast
distribution fc is given by an information divergence function D(fy|x : fc) ≥ 0, which is
convex in fy|x and the equality holds fy|x(y) = fc(y) for all y. The disagreement between
forecasters shown in Figure 1 is given by the expected information divergence between
forecaster’s distribution fy|x and the consensus forecaster distribution fc:





where the inequality becomes equality, if and only if fy|x(y) = fc(y) for all (x, y); that is, X
and Y are stochastically independent.
The information disagreement (18) provides strong measures of disagreement. In the
literature, disagreement is measured by the spread of the point forecasts around their average.
If the point forecast is a feature of the forecast distribution such as the mean, median, or
mode, then any spread among them is captured by Dc(fy|X : fc). However, even when all
the point forecasts are the same, there still could be other discrepancies between the forecast
distributions such as their spreads and shapes which will be captured Dc(fy|X : fc) > 0.
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The bidirectional link between the disagreement and the information shown in Figure
1 represents the compatibility of D and U . Both (17) and (18) measure the discrepancy
between the individual forecasters and aggregate distributions. We require that D and
U be compatible such that the expected disagreement due to retaining X according to
G(x) is proportional to the expected uncertainty reduction (information) due to retaining X
according to G(x). That is,
Dc(fy|X : fc) ∝ U(fc)− Uc(fy|X ). (7)
When Dc(fy|X : fc) is small, then the set of distributions fy|x’s provides little information
about the economic variable beyond the information provided by their average, fc. That is
fc is a good representative of fy|x’s and the decision-maker can rely on fc. When Dc(fy|X , fc)
is not small, then fy|x’s are, on average, more concentrated and provide information about
the economic variable which is not provided by fc. That is fc is not a good representative
of fy|x’s.
The following example illustrates this point in a simple case.
Example 1.2.1 Consider two forecasters who provide opposite binary distributions for the
inflation rate to go up or down.
Forecaster 1: fy|x1(y) = p
y(1− p)1−y, y = 0, 1, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1;
Forecaster 2: fy|x2(y) = p
1−y(1− p)y, y = 0, 1, 0 ≤ p ≤ 1.
For g1 = g2 = .5, the consensus forecast distribution is uniform fc(y) = .5, y = 0, 1. Figure
2 illustrates the relationship between disagreement and information provided by these two
forecast distributions as functions of p. When p is close to .5, say .4 < p < .6, there is little
disagreement between the two forecasters and the consensus distribution fc represents the
individuals very well. In these situations the vertical distance between U(fc) and Uc(fy|X ) is





Figure 1.2: The information provided by disagreement between two Bernoulli forecast
distributions with parameters p and 1− p.
hence Dc(fy|X , fc) is negligible. As p departs from .5, the disagreement between the two
forecasters increases and the individual forecast distributions become more concentrated
at the opposite directions and become more informative about the binary variable, hence
Dc(fy|X , fc) becomes substantial.
1.2.2 Uncertainty and Disagreement Measures
Many examples of U(f) are available. The most well-known uncertainty measure is the
Shannon entropy defined by
H(Y ) = H(f) = −
∫
S
f(y) log f(y)dν(y), (8)
where S is the support of F , for the continuous case ν(y) = dy and for the discrete and
categorical cases ν(y) = 1 and the summation replaces the integral. With the Shannon
entropy, the consensus uncertainty Hc(Y |X ) is the measure known as the conditional entropy
of Y given X .
The divergence function related to the Shannon entropy is also the most well-known
information divergence, known as the Kullback-Leibler (KL) information, and is defined by






dν(y) ≥ 0. (9)
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The KL divergence is well-defined when its first argument is absolutely continuous with
respect to its second argument. The inequality in (12) becomes equality if and only if
fy|x(y) = fc(y) almost everywhere.
The KL divergence and Shannon entropy are perfectly compatible in that they provide
the same measure of expected uncertainty reduction and disagreement, known as the mutual
information between X and Y :
M(X , Y ) = H(Y )−Hc(Y |X ) (10)
= Eg[K(fy|X : fc)] ≥ 0. (11)
The mutual information is a well-known measure of dependence usually represented as
M(X , Y ) = K(fx,y : gxfc) ≥ 0, where requires fx,y be absolutely continuous relative to
gxfc; the equality holds if and if the two variables are independent.
Due to the uncertainty reduction representation (13), M(X , Y ) is a key measure in
the Bayesian information theory and in the communication information theory. In the
Bayesian information theory, M(X , Y ) provides a measure of the utility of the conditional
distribution fy|x for prediction of Y (Bernardo (1979)). In the present context, M(X , Y ) is
the expected utility of using the conditional forecast distributions. In the communication
information theory, y is the signal sent according to fc through the noisy channel X which
transmits it according to fy|x. The information channel is characterized by the the conditional
distribution. Along the lines of Sims’s theory of rational inattention, x is the information
retained by a forecaster for predicting y. Each forecaster based on the signal received
updates her/his prior perception of Y into the post-data distribution fy|x. In this framework,
M(X , Y ) = M(Y,X ) is the amount of information that the environment (channel) provides
about the economic variable, over and above the consensus distribution fc.
We should note that in general, among the known information divergence functions
and the corresponding uncertainty measures, only the Kullback-Leibler function admits the
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expected uncertainty reduction. However, the bidirectional link between the disagreement
and the information shown in Figure 1 is robust in terms of proportionality; an example will
be given in Section 1.5.
1.2.3 Upper Bounds for Uncertainty
The variance, which is used most widely for measuring uncertainty, is a concave function
of the density, but is not always bounded above by the variance of the uniform distribution
on the support of F (Ebrahimi et al. (2010)), so its use presumes certain condition. The
following well-known inequality provides the upper bound for the entropy in terms of variance:






where the expression at the right-hand-side is the entropy of the normal distribution f ∗ =
N(µ, σ2), which is the Maximum Entropy (ME) model among all continuous distributions
with variance σ2. Wallis (2006) suggested the expression at the right-hand-side of (12) as an
adjustment for “comparing entropy-based and moment-based uncertainty measures” where
the “adjustment being subject to the acceptability of the normality assumption”.
Because the variance characterizes the normal model as the ME, its role for measuring
uncertainty is best understood in terms of the upper bound in (12). Ebrahimi et al. (1999)
have shown that the entropy may be related to high-order moments and offers a much
closer characterization of the uncertainty of a distribution than the variance which only
characterizes the uncertainty of the normal distribution. For example, Lahiri et al. (1988)
have considered the first four moments of SPF inflation forecast distributions in a model for
the interest rate. This consideration raises the issue of measuring uncertainty beyond the
use of the first two moments.
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The ME model can be derived for a set of moments of a forecast distribution:
µy|x,j = Ey|x(Y j), j = 1, · · · , J. (13)
These moments provide the following upper bound for the uncertainty of the forecaster:




where λy|x,1, · · · , λy|x,r are the Lagrange multipliers for constraints (13) and Cy|x is the
normalizing factor. The ME model can be a probability vector on the set of intervals in a
survey f ∗y|x = p
∗
y|x or continuous such as the normal example f
∗
y|x = N(µy|x, σ
2
y|x). When the
support of distribution is the entire line, the ME model based on the first three moments does
not exist. The continuous ME model based on the first four moments is quartic exponential
(Zellner and Highfield 1988).
The ME consensus forecast distribution f ∗c is obtained by aggregation of the moments of





, j = 1, · · · , J. (15)
For example, with g(xi) =
1
n
, i = 1, · · · , n, if we use the first two moments, then the aggregate
moments of the forecast distributions are the moments of the consensus distribution (1).
The ME consensus model F ∗a is not the mixture of the individual ME forecast models. For
example, the ME consensus model based on the first two moments is f ∗a = N(µa, σ
2
a), which
is not the mixture of the individual’s normal ME models f ∗i = N(µi, σ
2
i ), i = 1, · · · , n.
Consequently, the mutual information is not applicable for measuring the disagreement
between the individuals and consensus ME models.
We will show that the equivalence between the disagreement and information holds for
f ∗y|X and f
∗
a analogous to (13) and (14). We first consider the case of ME with the first two
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moments which provides insightful representation of the disagreement. The well-known KL
divergence between two normal distributions gives:


































= K¯(f ∗y|X : f
∗
a ;σ
2) + K¯(f ∗y|X : f
∗
a ;µ),
where the terms in (17) are defined by the corresponding terms in (16). The first term
quantifies the disagreement between the variances of the distributions provided by the
forecasters and the last term quantifies the disagreement between the means, which are
the point forecasts under the quadratic loss. When the means of forecasters’ distributions
are all equal (complete agreement on the forecast), the second term in (17) is zero and first
term measures their disagreement of the spread of their distributions around their common
forecast. When the forecasters disagree on the forecast, but with complete agreement on
the accuracy of their forecasts, the first term in (17) is zero and second term measures their
disagreement. The second term in (2) has been used as a measure of disagreement in the
literature. However, unlike the case of (2), the information measure of disagreement between
the point forecasts K¯(f ∗y|X : f
∗
a ;µ) is scaled by the standard deviation of the aggregate
distribution.
Applying the decomposition (2) of σ2a to (16) gives another insightful representation of
the disagreement as follows:
K¯(f ∗y|X : f
∗








= H(f ∗a )− H¯(f ∗y|X ) ≥ 0. (17)





H(f ∗y|xi). That is, on average, the uncertainty of the ME models based
on the variances of the individual forecasters’ distributions do not exceed the uncertainty
of the uncertainty of the ME model based on the variance of the average of the individual
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forecasters’ distributions. This cannot be concluded from the concavity of the entropy (or







f ∗y|xi . However, this is an example of a more
general result stated in the following Proposition.
Proposition 1 Let F ∗y|x denote the individual’s ME forecast distribution that satisfies the
moment constraints (13) and F ∗a be the ME consensus forecast distribution that satisfies the





a )] = H(f
∗
a )− Eg[H(f ∗y|X )] ≥ 0,
where the inequality becomes equality if and only if µy|x,j = µa,j for all i = 1, · · · , n.
Proof. Breaking the log-ratio in K(f ∗y|x : f
∗





a )] = Eg
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The second equality is obtained from (14) and the last equality is from (15). The expression
for H(F ∗a ) is similar to (14), so the last equality gives the result. Q.E.D.
With the uniform distribution for X , Proposition 1 gives the decomposition of H(f ∗a )
in terms of the consensus uncertainty and average disagreement. This decomposition is an
information theoretic generalization of (2).
Proposition 1 provides another example within the information framework shown in
Figure 1, where the uncertainty functions are derived from the moments of fy|x and fc
We should note that the two representations (13) and (14) are analogous to the equality in
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Proposition 1. However, the ME model f ∗a in Proposition 1 is obtained through the mixture of
moments and is not the marginal distribution of f(y, x), hence the average entropy difference
in Proposition 1 does not give representations of the mutual information.
1.3 Application to the SPF Data
Each quarter the SPF solicits from professional forecasters who provide forecast distributions
in the form of probability vector pi, i = 1, · · · , n for the economic variable falling in a set of
m preassigned intervals. Following the literature we use gi =
1
n
, i = 1, · · · , n.
We illustrate the information measures for the forecast distributions of the GDP deflater
between the previous and the current year and between the current and the following year,
referred here as the inflation rate for the current year and following year, respectively.
1.3.1 Individual Forecast Distributions
We use the 2013Q1 forecasters’ distributions of the inflation rates for 2013 and 2014 to
illustrate the insights provided by the information quantities at the individual forecasters
level.
Figure 3 shows the information quantities computed from 2013Q1 and 2013Q4 data for
two forecast horizons, the current year (2013) and the following year (2014). The left panels
are for the 2013 inflation rate (3-quarter horizon) and the right panels are for the 2014
inflation rate (7-quarter horizon). The forecasters are arranged according to the magnitudes
of the entropies of their current year’s distributions as shown in the left panels. The SPF data
base contains 39 distributions for 2013Q1, but 38 respondents provided distributions for both
horizons. Each panel shows the entropies of the data probability vector H(py|xi) (black dot),
the entropy of ME probability vector with the mean and variance constraints H(p∗y|xi) (red
square), and the entropy of the ME normal models with the mean and variance constraints
H(f ∗y|xi) (blue circle). The moments are calculated using the mid-points of intervals and the
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Legends: Forecaster’s probability; Maximum entropy vector; Maximum entropy normal model.
Figure 1.3: Entropies of forecasters’ probability vectors and the maximum entropy models
with the variance constraints for the SPF 2013Q1 and 2013Q4 forecasters’ distributions.
same width for the intervals at the ends. For the categories that the data probabilities were
zero we imputed pik = 10
−4 which has negligible effects as compared with the histogram
moments. The following patterns in Figure 3 are insightful.
• For the 2013Q1 data, the individual forecast distributions’ entropies (black dots)
range between .33 to 1.50 (mean=.91) for 2013 forecast and to 1.47 (mean 1.04) for
the 2014 forecast. These entropies are very close to their upper bounds given by
the ME probability vectors that have the same means and variances as the forecast
distributions (red square). This is due to the fact that most of forecasters assigned
positive probabilities to two or three categories, so the normalization and variance
constraints determines the probabilities uniquely. The normal entropies with the same
variances as the forecast distributions (blue circle) are also very close to the entropies
of the ME vectors.
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• For the 2013Q4 data, the individual forecast distributions’ (black dots) range between
zero to 1.48 (mean=.64) for 2013 forecast and to 1.64 (.98) for the 2014 forecast. These
entropies are also very close to their upper bounds given by the ME probability vectors
that have the same means and variances as the forecast distributions (red square).
However, the normal entropies with the same variances as the forecast distributions
(blue circle) are far less than the zero entropies. This is because variance for the
distribution on a single interval of width .01 is very small and in the continuous entropy
is not bounded below by zero. For other cases, the normal entropies are close to the
entropies of the ME vectors.
1.3.2 Aggregate Measures
For studying the SPF data over time, consideration should be given to some changes
made since 1968. The forecast distributions prior to 1981Q3 usually are for the percent
changes for the current year, but in some periods are for the percent change in the following
year. There are some suspicions that the data for the first quarters of 1985 and 1986 do
not follow the standard forecast distributions of the current year and the following year.
Prior to 1992Q1, the forecast distributions are based on the percentage change in GNP price
deflator, but after 1992Q1 the base was switched to the percent change in the price index
for GDP. The number of intervals have been changed as follows: 13 intervals of width 1
percent and two open end intervals during 1968-1981 (m = 15); 4 intervals with width 2
percent and two open end intervals (m = 6) during 1981-1991; and 8 intervals of width
1 percent and two open end intervals (m = 10) since 1992. Several papers have used the
data since 1968 deleting the problematic quarters and Engelberg et al. (2009) used the data
after 1991. In this section we use the entire data since 1968 to illustrate some important
features of the information analysis. For example, Rich and Tracy (2010) combined pairs
of 1 percent intervals of 1968-1981 and post 1992 into intervals of width 2 percent in order
to match the 1981-1991 period. The width of the intervals does not effect the entropy of
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the probability vector, but the number of intervals does effect the entropy. Adjustment
by reducing the number of intervals reduces entropy, while leaving the important issue of
the unequal number of intervals unresolved. An appropriate method of adjustment for the
number of intervals is using the normalized entropy index H(pt)/ logmt (Golan, Karp, and
Perloff 2000).
Figure 4 shows the time series patterns of the unadjusted (upper panels) and adjusted
(lower panels) entropy measures. The left panels show three measures computed using the
quarterly aggregate distribution (1) and moments: the entropy of data probability vector
H(py) (black dot), the ME probability vector with the first two aggregate moment constraints
H(p∗y) (red square), and the ME normal models with the variance constraints H(f
∗
y ) (red
circle). The right panels show the corresponding average measures computed using the
individual forecasters’ distributions and their first two moments. The following patterns in
Figure 4 are insightful.
• The uncertainty of the consensus distribution (left panels) are very close to their upper
bounds given by the aggregate ME probability vectors based on the first two moments
(red square). The normal entropies with the same variances as the aggregate data (red
circle) are also very close to the entropies of the ME vectors for the periods before 1981
and after 1992. In the middle period, where the number of bins is low (6 as compared
to 10 and 15), normal entropies are higher than the other two measures. The vertical
lines separate the periods when the number of intervals is changed.
• For the averages of measures computed based on the individual distributions and
moments (right panels), the plots show similar patterns for the consensus uncertainty
and the average entropy of the ME vectors. However, the average normal entropy (red
circle) is very close to the entropies of the ME vectors for the periods before 1981.
In the middle and the last periods, the normal entropies are generally lower than the
other two measures, to a great extent in the middle period. Most of the ME normal
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Legends: Forecaster’s probability; Maximum entropy vector; Maximum entropy normal model.
Figure 1.4: Three unadjusted and adjusted entropy measures of the current year’s inflation
rates; vertical lines indicate changes of the number of categories (1968Q4-1981Q2, m = 15;
1981Q3-1991Q4, m = 6; 1992Q1-present, m = 10).
entropies that are lower than the other two measures are for the fourth quarter, due
to several forecast distributions being on a single interval as were seen in Figure 3c.
• The plots for the unadjusted measures show shift of all measures and the adjustment
by the entropy index corrects the shifts for the entropy and ME probability vector.
For the ME normal entropy, the shifts before 1981 is adjusted, and for after 1981-1992
the adjustment is not sufficient.
Figure 5 shows the time series patterns of the quarterly aggregate and the conditional
entropy for the current year’s inflation rate (left panels) and the following year’s inflation
rate (right panels) with the starting points 1981Q3). The vertical lines separate the periods
when the number of intervals is changed. The measures are adjusted entropy indices. In
each panel, the difference between the two series gives the disagreement, which also measures
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Legends: Upper border, entropy index of the consensus forecast distribution; Lower border, consensus
entropy index of the individual distributions; Disagreement (mutual information).
Figure 1.5: Uncertainty and disagreement (mutual information) about the current and
following year’s inflation rates; vertical lines indicate changes of the number of categories
(1968Q4-1981Q2, m = 15; 1981Q3-1991Q4, m = 6; 1992Q1-present, m = 10).
the information provided by the forecast environment X about the inflation rate Y . Both
panels show seasonal patterns of H(py) and H¯(py|X ). The difference in forecast horizons
of the survey in each quarter leads to these seasonal patterns. We note that the quarterly
aggregate uncertainty about the current year is lower than the aggregate uncertainty about
the following year. These measures are very close to their ME counterparts with the first
two moments which are not shown here.
1.4 Dynamics of Inflation Rate Uncertainty
We develop Bayesian hierarchical models for the uncertainty of the inflation rate for
the individual forecaster and aggregate levels. We use the SPF survey for 1992Q1-2013Q4,
because after 1992Q1, the SPF provides the “cleanest data” (Engelberg et al. (2009)). During
this period, the number of categories remains constant, thus adjustment is not needed.
We have seen the seasonal pattern of the uncertainty about the inflation rate in Figure
5. Table 1 shows the autocorrelation of the uncertainty of the consensus distribution H(pa)
and the consensus uncertainty H¯(py|X ) after the seasonality is removed. These observations
suggest that the forecasters uncertainty about the inflation is not memoryless. We develop
models for the dynamics of the uncertainty about the inflation. In addition, we test the
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Table 1.1: Autocorrelation of uncertainty about inflation rates after the seasonality is
removed.
t− 1 t− 2 t− 3 t− 4 t− 5
Current year forecast distribution
Uncertainty of consensus distribution H(pa) .37 .19 .16 .15 .17
Consensus uncertainty H¯(py|X ) .39 .22 .28 .26 .27
Following year forecast distribution
Uncertainty of consensus distribution H(pa) .43 .41 .25 .07 .08
Consensus uncertainty H¯(py|X ) .20 .30 .07 -.10 .02
association between the inflation rate uncertainty and expected inflation rate hypothesized
by Okun (1971) and (Friedman (1977)) and examine the association between the uncertainty
and dispersion of point forecast, beyond the dynamic of the uncertainty about the inflation
rate.
1.4.1 Models for Individual’s Uncertainty
We consider the following models for the uncertainty about the inflation rate:
Uiti = α + ρUi(ti−1) +
3∑
k=1
βkQkiti + θµiti + iti , (18)
where Uiti is the measure of inflation uncertainty and µiti is the inflation point forecast of the
individual i at time ti, Qkiiti is the indicator variable for the quarter k, iti ’s are conditionally
independent iti |σ2 ∼ N(0, σ2).
The first three terms in (18) capture the dynamic of the inflation rate uncertainty over
time. The uncertainty in the preceding quarters Ui(t−1) is individual-specific and captures
the forecasting pattern of the forecaster. The quarter indicators capture the forecast horizon
and quarterly variation of the knowledge about the inflation rate. The summation can be
interpreted as the “aggregate shock” a´ la Lahiri and Sheng (2010). The last term in (18)
is for testing the relationships between the uncertainty about the inflation rate and the
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Table 1.2: Posterior results for the individual forecaster uncertainty about the inflation rate
Current Year Inflation∗ Following Year Inflation∗∗
Mean 95% interval Mean 95% interval
α -.01 [-.06, .05] .11 [.06, .16]
Ut−1 .65 [.61, .69] .77 [.74, .81]
Q1 .47 [.43, .51] .15 [.12, .18]
Q2 .16 [.12, .20] .03 [-.01, .06]
Q3 .14 [.10, .18] .03 [-.01, .06]
µt .05 [.03, .07] .03 [.02, .05]
∗Forecast horizon 1-3; ∗∗Forecast horizon 5-8.
anticipated inflation.
We use the following Bayesian hierarchical specification:
α|µ0, τ ∼ N(µ0, τ 2), µ0 ∼ Uniform[0, logm], 1
τ 2
∼ Gamma(.001, .001),





For estimation we used the data of individuals with at least one block of nine consecutive
quarters of forecast distributions since 1992Q1. The sample for the current year’s forecast
includes n = 68 individuals and 1, 599 observations and for the following current year’s
forecast includes n = 65 individuals and 1, 526 observations. With these sample sizes the
effects of the priors are negligible. Computations are implemented using WinBUGS.
Table 2 summarizes the posterior results for the respondent’s uncertainty about the
current and following year inflation rate. The results indicate that the dynamics of uncertainty
about the current year and following year inflation rate are essentially the same. The 95%
intervals for the autoregressive coefficient indicate that in each quarter, the uncertainty about
the inflation rate is positively associated with the previous quarter’s uncertainty. The 95%
intervals for the coefficients of the seasonal factors show seasonal variations of uncertainty
about the current year’s inflation rate. The decreasing magnitudes of the seasonal effects
reveals that respondent’s uncertainty about the current year’s and the following year’s
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inflation rate decrease during the year. This confirms that the respondents have more
information about the economy in the later quarters than the earlier quarters of a year.
The 95% intervals for the coefficient of the expected forecast shows that higher perceived
inflation by respondents accompanied with higher uncertainty about inflation. This confirms
the Friedman’s (1977) view who argue how higher rate of inflation and anticipated inflation
could lead to higher inflation uncertainty. The relationships between measures in (2) have
been studied empirically and the results are contradictory (Zarnowitz and Lambros (1987),
Giordani and So¨derlind (2003)).
1.4.2 Models for Aggregate Uncertainty
For the aggregate uncertainty about the inflation rate, we include an additional term in
(18) as follows:






βkQk + θ1U(µt) + θ2µ¯t + t, (20)
where Ut denotes an aggregate measure of uncertainty (H(py) or H¯(py|X )) at time t, α and
Q are as defined above, U(µt) = .5 log(2pie) + .5 log σ
2
µ is the entropy of the ME normal
model for the distribution of the point forecasts, µ¯t is the consensus forecast (average of the
point forecasts), and t’s are conditionally independent t|σ2 ∼ N(0, σ2). The priors are for
the BHM are the same as (19) with θh, h = 1, 2 in place of θ.
The first three terms in (20) capture the dynamic of the aggregate uncertainty about the
inflation rate over time. The point forecast entropy is included for testing the association
between the uncertainty about the inflation rate and the uncertainty of the distribution of
the point forecasts (which solely depends on the variance of the point forecasts at time t).
The average of the individual point forecasts at time t is used for testing the relationship
between the expected inflation and inflation uncertainty.
Table 3 summarizes the posterior results for the uncertainty about the current year
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Table 1.3: Posterior results for the uncertainty about the current year’s inflation (forecast horizon
1-3)
Uncertainty of consensus distribution Consensus uncertainty
Mean 95% interval Mean 95% interval Mean 95% interval Mean 95% interval
α .43 [.18, .68] .99 [.79, 1.20] .27 [.07, .48] .38 [.16, .60]
Ut−1 .37 [.18, .57] .18 [.03, .33] .39 [.18, .60] 34 [.13, .55]
Q1 .48 [.41, .56] .35 [.30, .41] .48 [.42, .55] .46 [.38, .53]
Q2 .27 [.20 , .34] .24 [.19, .28] .27 [.21, .33] .27 [.21, .32]
Q3 .17 [.11, .24] .16 [.12, .20] .18 [.13, .24] .18 [.13, .23]
µ¯t .02 [-.02, .06] .01 [-.02, .04]
U(µt) .14 [.11, .17] .03 [-.01, .06]
DIC -189.2 -243.4 -223.2 -230.0
inflation rate. The results for the dynamics of uncertainty about the current year inflation
rate are essentially the same for the uncertainty of the consensus distribution Ut = H(py,t)
and the consensus uncertainty of the individuals’ forecast distributions H¯(py|X ,t). The 95%
interval for the autoregressive coefficient indicates that in each quarter, the uncertainty about
the inflation rate is positively associated with the previous quarter’s uncertainty. The 95%
intervals for the coefficients of the seasonal indicators show seasonal variations of uncertainty
about the current year’s inflation rate. The decreasing magnitudes of the seasonal effects
reveals that the level of aggregate uncertainty about the current year’s inflation rate decreases
during the year. This result confirms that the respondents have more information about the
economy in the later quarters than the earlier quarters of a year. (We also considered models
with 2-4 lags, models without the seasonal indicators, and models that included only the
dynamics of the uncertainty. All provided essentially similar results, hence are not reported.
The models reported are selected based on the DIC.)
The 95% intervals for the coefficients of the consensus forecast in the cases of both
measures are centered near zero and the DIC indicates that the fit deteriorates for the
uncertainty of the consensus distribution. Therefore, unlike the individual level model, at
the aggregate level model does not provide evidence for the relationship between the expected
inflation rate and the inflation uncertainty beyond its dynamic. (We also examined models
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Table 1.4: Posterior results for the uncertainty about the following year’s inflation (forecast horizon
5-8)
Uncertainty of consensus distribution Consensus uncertainty
Mean 95% interval Mean 95% interval Mean 95% interval Mean 95% interval
α .45 [.11, .83] 1.28 [1.03, 1.55] .60 [.29, .90] .59 [.26, .91]
Ut−1 .30 [.07, .52] .04 [-.12, .18] .11 [-.11, .34] .11 [-.10,.31]
Ut−2 .31 [.11, .54] .14 [-.01, .28] .30 [.11, .50] .29 [.07, .51]
Q1 .13 [.08, .18] .09 [.06, .12] .13 [.09, .16] .13 [.09, .16]
Q2 .09 [.04, .15] .08 [.05, .12] .12 [.08, .16] .11 [.07, .15]
Q3 .01 [-.04, .06] .04 [.01, .07] .05 [.02, .09] .05 [.01, .09]
µ¯t .01 [-.03, .04] -.02 [-.04, .01]
U(µt) .15 [.12, .18] .01 [-.02, .04]
DIC -225.8 -295.9 -271.1 -271.3
without the lag term and found the same result for the expected inflation).
When the dispersion of the point forecasts is added to the dynamics of the uncertainty,
the results are different for the two measures. For the case of the uncertainty of the
consensus distribution, the posterior interval for the coefficient of U(µt) indicates a positive
association. The DIC indicates substantial improvement of the model fit. (We also calculated
approximate Bayes factor for the inclusion of this term which provided decisive evidence).
The inclusion of dispersion of the point forecasts has increased the intercept and decreased
the effect of Q1 and the autoregressive coefficient. For the case of the consensus uncertainty
95% intervals for the coefficients of the of dispersion of the point forecasts includes zero.
Table 4 summarizes the posterior results for the uncertainty about the following year’s
inflation rate. The results for the dynamics of uncertainty about the following year’s
inflation rate are different for the uncertainty of the consensus distribution Ut = H(py,t)
and the consensus uncertainty H¯(py|X ,t). (The models that included only the dynamics
of the uncertainty provided essentially similar results for the entropy of the uncertainty of
the consensus distribution as shown for the model that includes the consensus forecast µ¯t.)
For the uncertainty of the consensus distribution, the uncertainty about the following year’s
inflation rate depends on the uncertainty in the preceding two quarters, but for the consensus
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uncertainty, the 95% for the autoregressive coefficient of the preceding quarter includes zero.
The coefficients of the seasonal indicators show decreasing magnitudes of the seasonal effects
on the uncertainty about the following year’s inflation rate. However, for the uncertainty of
the consensus distribution, the 95% interval for the third quarter includes zero.
The 95% intervals for the coefficients of the consensus forecast in the cases of both
measures are centered near zero. The results for the dispersion of the point forecasts are
different for the two measures. For the uncertainty of the consensus distribution, the 95%
intervals for the coefficients of one and two quarter lags include zero, but the interval for
the coefficient of U(µt) is positive. The DIC indicates substantial improvement of the model
fit. For the consensus uncertainty, the dynamics of the uncertainty remain unchanged. The
interval for the coefficient of U(µt) includes zero. The DIC indicates that the fit improves
just a little.
At time t, the Bayesian predictive distribution of uncertainty Ut+1 given the data U1, · · · , Ut
is
f(Ut+1|U1, · · · , Ut) =
∫
f(Ut|θ)p(θ|U1, · · · , Ut)dθ,
where θ is the vector of all the model parameters. The Bayes estimate of the uncertainty
under quadratic loss is the mean of the predictive distribution U˜t+1 = E(Ut+1|U1, · · · , Ut).
Figure 6 shows the plots of the Bayes estimates and 95% bands obtained by the predictive
distributions of the models for the dynamics of the uncertainty about the current year’s
inflation rate (upper panels) and the following year’s inflation rate (lower panels). The left
panels are for the uncertainty of consensus distribution and right panels are for the consensus
uncertainty. As expected, the relationships between the Bayes estimates of the uncertainty
of consensus distribution and the consensus uncertainty are similar.
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Legends: Bayesian predictive mean; forecast distribution.
Figure 1.6: Bayesian predictive expected uncertainty about the inflation rate with 95% band.
1.5 EXTENSIONS
1.5.1 Uncertainty about the Probability Vector
A survey solicits estimates of the probabilities
pik = P (ξk−1 ≤ Y ≤ ξk) =
∫ ξk
ξk−1
fc(y)dy, k = 1, · · · ,m,
where ξ0 = −∞ < ξ1 < · · · < ξm =∞ define a partition of the support of fc.
Because F is unknown, any measure such as the mean, variance and entropy that are




pik log pik, (21)
which measures the uncertainty about Y based on the preassigned categories in a survey is
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itself an unknown quantity about which we are uncertain.
We construct probability distributions for the unknown probability vector pi = (pi1, · · · , pim)
based on the distributions provided by the forecasters pi = py|xi , i = 1, · · · , n. For each
economic forecaster, we have a Dirichlet distribution Φi of pi with probability density function
(pdf)
φ(pi|αi) = Γ(B)
Γ(αi1) · · ·Γ(αim)pi
αi1−1




where α = (α1, · · · , αm) is the vector of shape parameters, and B =
∑m
k=1 αik is the degree
of belief parameter. The forecaster’s probability pi represents a feature of gi(pi) such as
the mean vector E(pi|pi) = pi, or the mode vector. Setting the probabilities provided by
each economic forecaster pi as the mean and mode of the Dirichlet distribution gives the
parameters of φ(pi|pi) as follows:
αˆi = Bpi, i = 1, · · · , n, (22)
α˜i = (B −m)pi + 1, i = 1, · · · , n. (23)
In this context, B signifies the degree of belief in the accuracy of the probabilities provided




, k = 1, · · · ,m.
As B increases, the variances decrease. Thus, in both cases (22) and (23), as B increases
the Dirichlet distribution φ(pi|pi) becomes more concentrated at pi; the ultimate certainty
case of B =∞ reflects no uncertainty about pi, hence taking the forecaster’s probabilities at
their face values without any uncertainty. In the modal case (23), as B → m the parameters
α˜ik → 1, k = 1, · · · ,m, and Dirichlet distribution φ(pi|pi) becomes nearly uniform, reflecting
maximum uncertainty about the forecaster’s probabilities, hence no worth for pi.
In Bayesian terms, one may think of the embedding in terms of the data vector pi as
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Figure 1.7: Bayes estimates of individual forecasters’ uncertainties based on Dirichlet models
when data probability vector (B =∞) are used as mode.
having been solicited as the mean or the mode of the prior distribution of pi. That is, pi is
treated as a noisy estimate of pi which is subject to random error. The Bayes estimate of
the entropy (21) under quadratic loss is the expected entropy given by




αikψ(αik + 1), (24)
where ψ(α) = d log Γ(α)/dα is the digamma function (Mazzuchi et al. (2008)). Ebrahimi
et al. (2011) have shown that H˜i(pi|pi = θˆi, B) < H˜i(pi|pi = p˜ii, B).
Figure 7 illustrates the Dirichlet adjustment of the entropies of the 2013Q1 forecasters’
distributions of inflation rates for 2013 and 2014. As in Figure 3, the forecasters are
ranked according to the entropies of their distributions for the current year (B = ∞).
Each forecaster’s distribution is used as the mode of the Dirichlet. The Dirichlet model
adjusts the uncertainty upward as B decreases. The adjustment is more pronounced for the
low entropies (confident forecasters) that for the high entropies (low confident forecasters).
Consequently, the Dirichlet model reduces variation the individual respondents’ uncertainties
in the panel. The choice of B depends on the degree of confidence the decision maker has
in the respondents. This parameter should be selected such that the essential pattern of the
data is preserved while noisy variation is corrected. In Figure 7, B = 50 seems suitable.
The information framework of Figure 1 can be implemented in terms of the Bayes
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Figure 1.8: Bayes estimates of uncertainties based on Dirichlet models when data probability
vector (B =∞) are used as mode.
estimate (24). The consensus uncertainty H˜c(pi|α, B) is found by the linear pool of the
Bayes estimates (24) with distribution of the environment. For g(xi) =
1
n
, i = 1, · · · , n, the





αi is the Dirichlet whose kernel is the
geometric mean of the individuals’ kernels:





piαi1−11 · · · piαim−1m
]1/n
.
Figure 8 shows the Dirichlet adjustment of the entropies of the aggregate distribution of
inflation rates for the current and following year. As before the aggregate distribution
(B =∞) is used as the mode of the Dirichlet. The choice of B can reflect stronger confidence
in the aggregate distribution as compared with the individuals’ distributions. In Figure 8,
B = 100 seems suitable.
The disagreement measureKc(φpi|X : φc) can be easily computed using the Kullback-Leibler
function between two Dirichlet distributions given by Ebrahimi et al. (2011).
1.5.2 Continuous Environment
We briefly discuss applicability of the information framework of Figure 1 for continuous
environment X in terms of a regression example. This example provides further intuitions
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about these notions and illustrates the robustness of the relationship between these notions.




G(x) = N(µx, σ
2
x). Then the joint distribution is the bivariate Gaussian. This formulation
corresponds to the situation when forecasters receive signals transmitted from fc = N(µy, σ
2
y)
through a Gaussian channel according to fx|y = N(µx|y, σ2x|y). The mutual information for
the bivariate Gaussian with correlation parameter ρ is M(X , Y ) = −.5 log(1 − ρ2). As
the magnitude of the correlation between the environment X and the economic variable
Y increases, the disagreement increases and the environment becomes more informative
about the Y . This can be seen by noting that the conditional distributions become more
concentrated σ2y|x = (1− ρ2)σ2y around their means, but the means vary along the regression
line −∞ < x <∞.
The bidirectional relationship between the disagreement and informativeness of the environment
is robust with respect to the choice of appropriate divergence and uncertainty measures.
However, in general, for other known divergence functions and their entropy counterparts,
the disagreement and the expected uncertainty reduction are not equal. For example, Re`nyi
information divergence (Re´nyi 1961) is defined as
Kr(fy|x : fc) =
1
r − 1 log
∫
f ry|x(y)[fc(y)]
1−rdν(y), r 6= 1, r > 0.
For r = 1, Kr(fy|x : fc) = K(fy|x : fc). The Re`nyi entropy Hr(f) is given by −Kr(f : 1)
and H1(f) = H(f). Granger, Maasoumi, and Racine (2004) have argued that K1/2 is
advantageous to other divergence measures because it is symmetric in its arguments and
is related to some other distance and divergence measures. For the Gaussian regression
example, Re`nyi analogs of (13) and (14) give the following measures:
Hr(Y )− Eg[Hr(Y |X )] = M(X , Y ),
Eg[Kr(fy|X : fc) = M(X , Y )− 1
2(r − 1) log
(
1 + (r − 1)ρ2) .
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Both measures are increasing functions of ρ2. Hence as disagreement increases, so does
the uncertainty reduction. However, while the uncertainty reduction is free from r, the
disagreement is a function of r. It is easy to see that Eg[Kr(fy|X : fc)] < Hr(Y )−Eg[Hr(Y |X ).
1.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this chapter, we examined the measuring of uncertainty about an economic variable
based on probability distributions solicited from economic forecasters by a survey instrument.
We used some information theoretic and Bayesian methods to address the problem. The
Shannon entropy has been used before for measuring uncertainty about economic variables
based on the probability distributions. We have further developed this line of research and
applied various information theoretic concepts and Bayesian methods to measure uncertainty
about the US inflation rate based on the SPF data.
We suggested the use of an information divergence for measuring disagreement among
forecasters. The Kullback-Leibler divergence provides a strong measure of disagreement
which is inclusive of the dispersion of point forecasts commonly used in the literature.
In a random environment, the Kullback-Leibler measure of disagreement is the mutual
information which also measures the information provided by the forecasters about an
economic variable. This measure formalizes the idea of forecasters retain portions of the
information that the environment provides for predicting the economic variable, along the
lines of Sims (2003, 2006, 2010) theory of rational inattention. In this context, the environment
plays the role of the noisy channel of the communication theory.
We showed how probability vectors solicited via survey instrument can be smoothened
by the maximum entropy method. The ME models derived from the moments of each
forecaster’s distribution provide upper bounds for the forecaster’s uncertainty. Applying
this method to the SPF data, we have observed that the individuals uncertainties about
inflation rate are very close to their upper bounds given by the ME probability vectors
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derived subject to the variance of the individual forecasters’ distributions. This is due to the
fact that most of the individuals assign non-zero probabilities in only few bins. The quarterly
measure of uncertainty calculated by the uncertainty of the consensus forecast distribution
is also generally close to the maximum uncertainty.
Using Bayesian hierarchical models, we explored the dynamics of the uncertainty about
the inflation rate at the individual and aggregate levels. For each case two sets of models are
used, one for the uncertainty about the current year’s inflation and one for the uncertainty
about the following year’s information. These models capture the seasonal variation of
inflation uncertainty and the positive association between the uncertainty in the current
quarter and uncertainty in the previous quarter. The seasonal effects are stronger for the
uncertainty about the current year’s inflation rate than about the following year’s inflation
rate. The uncertainty about inflation rate is positively correlated with the previous quarters’
uncertainties, but the association diminishes quickly over time. The Bayesian predictive
distributions of these models capture the uncertainty induced by the unknown distribution of
the inflation rate. These predictive distributions provide the Bayes estimates and confidence
bands for the uncertainty about the current year’s inflation and the following year’s inflation.
In addition to exploring the dynamics of the uncertainty about the inflation rate, we
examined the relationships between uncertainty and expected inflation rate. The results
of the individual level model indicated that the relationship is plausible, but the quarterly
aggregate model did not provided support for it. We also investigated the relationship
between uncertainty and dispersion of the point forecasts at the aggregate level. The results
indicated that the relationship is plausible.
We addressed the problem that the probability distribution of the economic variable is
unknown and consequently quantities calculated from the solicited probabilities cannot be
taken by their face values. We used Dirichlet models for the probability vector induced by
the unknown distribution of the economic variable. In this approach, we used the vector
of probabilities solicited from each forecaster as the mode of a Dirichlet distribution. The
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entropy of each Dirichlet distribution provided an estimate of the uncertainty about the
economic variable. The degree of belief parameter of the Dirichlet model, B, served as
the tuning parameter for taking the inaccuracy of the solicited probabilities into account;
B = ∞ corresponds to taking the solicited probabilities on their face values, which reflects
the absence of uncertainty about the distribution of the economic variable, hence error-free
data. For m < B < ∞, the Dirichlet model adjusts the entropy of the vector of solicited
probabilities upward. For the SPF data, the adjustment is more pronounced for the low
entropy forecast distributions (so called “confident forecasters”) than for the high entropy
forecast distributions (so called “low confident forecasters”). Consequently, the Dirichlet
model reduces the variation of respondents’ uncertainties in the panel. The choice of B
reflects the degree of confidence that the decision maker has in the respondents. For example,
in a classroom experiment, a smaller B is needed as compared with the respondents of the
SPF survey. We provided an illustration for the Dirichlet adjustment of the entropies of the
SPF’s distributions.
We briefly discussed application of the notions and measures of information and disagreement
for the case of a continuous environment by using a regression model with random regressors.
We also illustrated the robustness of the relationship between the notions of information and
disagreement by using Re´nyi divergence and entropy measures.
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Chapter 2
Information and Bayesian Analysis of
Uncertainty and Disagreement, Model
Based Approach
2.1 Introduction
It has been widely accepted that economic activities not only depend on people’s expectation
about the future outcomes but also on their confidence about the expectations. Macroeconomic
uncertainty is viewed as one of the key sources of economic fluctuation and increasingly
has been drawing attention in the field (Bloom (2009), Bloom et al. (2012), Bachmann
and Bayer (2013) and Bachmann et al. (2010a)). Economic agents’ uncertainty about the
inflation target is an issue of consideration by central banks. Aoki and Kimura (2007)
and Erceg and Levin (2003) discuss how this uncertainty can distort bank’s stabilization
policy and affect the persistence and volatility of inflation. However uncertainty is an
intangible concept and its measurement faces difficulties. We have reviewed the existing
approaches for measuring uncertainty in chapter 1 and focused specifically on the survey
based method. While the survey based method can provide direct measures of expectation,
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the scope in most of the surveys, does not extend to measure of uncertainty. There exist
only a few surveys that report respondents’ predictive distributions, and they are limited
to limited number of variables. Therefore, developing an alternative methodology, which
relies on historical data, to estimate the level of uncertainty has got special attention in the
literature. The rational expectation theory, on the other hand, has justified the use of the
objective expectation or uncertainty. According to this theory, the subjective expectation,
or the optimal forecast given all available information, is equal to the objective conditional
expectation in equilibrium, hence, the variance surrounding the optimal forecast can be
viewed as a measure of confidence or uncertainty, presuming that high (low) uncertain
situation accompanied with low (high) predictability.
2.1.1 Literature Review
The prevailing approach in modeling uncertainty is the time series model of heteroscedasticity,
in which the variance surrounding a prediction is evolving over time. Autoregressive Conditional
Heteroscedasticity (ARCH) model (Engle (1982)) and its extensions to Generalized Autoregressive
Conditional Hetroskedasticity (GARCH) (Bollerslev (1986)) and the Stochastic Volatilities
(SV) models (Kim et al. (1998)) are examples of the highly referred models in the literature.
The GARCH and SV Models are based on explicit formulations of the data generating process
and, therefore, estimating the model require a well specified time series process (Lundbergh
and Tera¨svirta (2002) ). This drawback can be overcome by using a basic data driven filter
and estimating the variance of a variable within a rolling window (Andersen et al. (2006)),
but, such an estimator could still suffer from the variance-bias trade-off. Some of the papers
that apply the above mentioned models to estimate macroeconomic uncertainty are: Driver
et al. (2005), Byrne and Davis (2005), Baum et al. (2010), Ferna´ndez-Villaverde et al. (2010),
Born and Peifer (2011) and Ferna´ndez-Villaverde et al. (2012).
Economic uncertainty is a macroeconomic concept, so any proper measure of economic
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uncertainty need to be defined based on the entire economic activities rather than relying on
a single variable. Henzel and Rengel (2013) construct their measure based on a large set of
economic variables covering all forms of economic uncertainty. They first estimate the time
varying variance of each variable using the residuals of an autoregressive model. Specifically
they calculate an exponentially weighted moving average of the squares residuals which is
known as the RiskMetrics procedure (Morgan (1996) ). Next, they extract the common
factors that drives the co-movements of variables’ individual uncertainties. They interpret
the factors as the business cycle uncertainty and the oil-commodity price uncertainty. Similarly,
Jurado et al. (2013), referring to the uncertainty-based theories of the business cycle, explain
that a measure of economic uncertainty should capture the common variation of uncertainty
across economic variables. Moreover, They argue what matters for economic decision making
is not the variability of a particular economic indicators but the predictability of the economy
or certain variables. Jurado et al. (2013) conduct a forecasting procedure for a large set
of macroeconomic variables using the diffusion index model, and estimate the conditional
volatility of the forecast error using a parametric stochastic volatility model. Finally, the
macroeconomic uncertainty is computed by combining all individual variables’ measures of
uncertainty .
Several studies compare the model based measure of uncertainty with the survey based
counter parts. Batchelor and Dua (1993, 1996) take some of the popular uncertainty proxies
such as forecast standard deviations from ARIMA, ARCH and the structural models of
inflation and conclude that these proxies are not significantly correlated with the survey-based
measures of uncertainty. Giordani and So¨derlind (2003) compare alternative time series
model based measures of uncertainty with the survey-based measures of uncertainty and
find the similar results as Batchelor and Dua (1993, 1996). Bomberger (1996) examines
the inflation forecasts from the Livingston price expectations survey and finds a significant
and stable relationship between the conditional variance of inflation forecast errors and the
measure of disagreement. Upon the assumption that the estimated conditional variance
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is a reasonable measure of uncertainty, Bomberger (1996) concludes that disagreement is
potentially a useful proxy for uncertainty. Rich and Tracy (2003) study the reliability of
using the time series models of heteroscedasticity to estimate the uncertainty. They examine
the relationship between the ex-post and ex-ante measures of uncertainty using SPF database
and conclude that there is not a strong relationship between the observed heteroscedasticity
in consensus errors and forecast uncertainty. But, they find a significant relationship between
observed heteroscedasticity in consensus errors and the forecast dispersion (measure of
disagreement).
Apart from differences in modeling economic uncertainty that we reviewed above, what
is in common in all studies is that a single model have been selected and then the uncertainty
is measured using certain features of that model. But, the correct model is usually unknown,
and sticking on a single model without considering the model uncertainty can lead to under
or over estimation of the uncertainty measure. By using a single model we ignore the
statistical evidence from other plausible models. This issue have been studied extensively
in the literature, for instance Wallace (1977) discusses about the pretesting problem in the
context of sequential hypothesis testing procedures, or Draper (1995) and Hodges (1987)
discuss the importance of proper treatment of model uncertainty for areas of policy analysis
and forecasting. In the following section, we explain how we take into account the model’s
uncertainty as another layer of uncertainty within a rich set of linear models.
2.1.2 Objective
We view the uncertainty of a random variable as a feature of its predictive distribution
which is described by a model. However the true model is unknown, so relying on a single
model can cause the under or over estimation of uncertainty measure. We take into account
this layer of uncertainty, in our measurement method, by considering the other alternative
models. We define a feasible and rich set of models M and assign a prior probability
distribution to the model space which is be updated using the Bayesian approach. Analogues
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to the survey based method (Chapter 1), each model is assumed as an economic forecaster
that provides a posterior predictive distribution,fy|Mi for an economic variable using the
historical data. The stochastic environment X in this framework is the space of alternative
models. The prior probability distribution of the model space, G, is updated to the posterior
distribution of the model space using the historical data. Following this set up, the survey
based measures of uncertainty extend to the model based measures.
For the the model space we consider a feasible and rich set of models that reflect the
information of relevant macroeconomic variables. To make the problem feasible and avoid
extra complexities, we narrow down the model space to the linear models. There is a recent
and well-developed line of literature in macroeconomics forecasting named diffusion index
model which utilizes a large number of variables to forecast certain economic variables such
as GDP, inflation and unemployment rate (Stock and Watson (2002) ). The idea, in this
method, is to capture the overall variation of these predictors through a small number of
factors that are called diffusion indexes. This model have been applied successfully in many
countries to forecast macroeconomic variables (see the survey by Eickmeier and Ziegler
(2008)). The standard approach in this literature is to estimate the factors through the
principle component analysis and choose a single model in which the components with certain
properties are included. Stock and Watson (2002) select the components with the highest
eigenvalues to forecast the dependent variable. Bai and Ng (2008) suggest constructing
the factors using the targeted predictors, to reduce the influence of uninformative predictors
within the DI framework. They use ‘hard’ thresholding (pre-test method) and ‘soft’ thresholding
(Lasso and least Angle Regression) rules to select the variables for extracting the factors.
In another paper Ng (2012) discuss the importance of the principle components with low
eigenvalues and suggest a component selection approach to improve the forecasting performance.
However the problems with these approaches are as follow:
1) The size of eigenvalues is related to the overall variation of explanatory variables (not
the dependent variable) and it is possible that the components associated with the large
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eigenvalues have no explanatory power while the others with small eigenvalues can predict
the dependent variable (See Jolliffe (2002)). Therefor, searching over the models with the
highest eigenvalue factors can create the risk of including the irrelevant factors and missing
important ones.
2) Evaluating the information criterion for every combination of factors and selecting the
best model is computationally cumbersome when the number of variables is relatively large.
For instance, when the number of variables or factors are K = 20, the number of plausible
models is 2K = 220, which is a very large number.
3) By using a single model we ignore the statistical evidence from other plausible models.
We define the model space as the set of linear models constructed using different combination
of the factors. Within this framework, we consider the model uncertainty and let the data
determine the weight of each model through their posterior probabilities. To better track
the result and avoid more complexity, we narrow down the list of components to a feasible
number using an information criteria. Moreover, we limit the model specification to the
Normal-Gamma linear structure. But the methodology can be extended to include all factors
and other specification by implying the importance sampling algorithm described in Clyde
et al. (1996a) or the stochastic search by George and McCulloch (1993). Next, we compute
the posterior distribution for each model and carry out the aggregate predictive distribution
using Bayesian model averaging. The uncertainty is defined for each model by the entropy of
its predictive distribution. Finally the aggregate measure of uncertainty is computed using
the Bayesian averaging of the model’s uncertainty (consensus entropy) as well as the entropy
of the aggregate predictive distribution (entropy of consensus predictive distribution).
The rest of this chapter is organized as follow: section 2.2 reviews the diffusion index
model, challenges and the model space set up. Section 2.3 is about the Bayesian estimation
of the diffusion index model. We present the empirical results about the uncertainties of
candidate models, their combination and also the measure of disagreement in section 2.4.
And finally in section 2.5 we interpret the results.
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2.2 Forecasting Framework
Suppose yt+h is the variable that we are interested to forecast using the information
contained in variables Xt ∈ RN . The standard linear projection is :
yt+h = α
′Xt + t+h (1)
However the outcome can be hurt by over-fitting issue and forecast instability once the
dimension of independent variables (relative to the sample size) increases, as in the case
of macroeconomic forecasting where the number of explanatory variables can be as high
as 132 (i.e. Stock and Watson (2002, 2006)). To avoid over fitting problem and achieve
a more stable forecast, sharp restrictions must be imposed on the number of variables in
the forecasting equation. The conventional variable selection methods such as pretesting or
information criteria are not very attractive, because evaluating the information criterion for
every possible model is computationally cumbersome. For instance, when the number of
variables or factors are K = 20, the number of plausible models is 2K = 220, and computing
the information criteria for all models will be very time consuming. Several methodologies
such as Shrinkage, Lasso, Least Angle Regression, Factor Model and etc have been developed
to overcome the curse of dimensionality problems. Stock and Watson (1998) use the factor
model to extract the latent factors that explain the co-movement of macroeconomic variables,
and then project the dependent variable on the spaced spanned by the latent factors. This
method is referred to as the diffusion index model.
The factors are estimated by principle components in which the associated magnitudes
of eigenvalues are related to the amount of information (in terms of variance) extracted from
the explanatory variables. Therefore, due to the natural ordering of principle components
based on their eigenvalues, the problem of optimal factor combination has been replaced by
choosing the optimal number of factors which is computational more feasible. Stock and
Watson (2011) review the literature on choosing the number of factors in the dynamic factor
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model
2.2.1 Diffusion Index Model
The Diffusion index model (DIM) is extracted from the dynamic factor model and have
been applied successfully in many countries to forecast macroeconomic variables. These
include, among others, Stock and Watson (2002) for the US, Marcellino et al. (2003) for the
eleven countries in the Europe, Artis et al. (2005) for the UK, Schumacher and Breitung
(2008) for Germany, Bruneau et al. (2007) for France, and den Reijer (2005) for The
Netherlands.
More formally, in the dynamic factor model, it is assumed that the common variation of
a group of variables Xt ∈ RN are driven by a limited number of latent variables ft ∈ Rq as
follow:
Xt = λ(L)ft + et (2)
ft = Ψ(L)ft + ηt (3)
Where et : N × 1 is idiosyncratic disturbance, λ(L) : N × q and Ψ(L) : q × q are multivariate
polynomial lag operator and ηt : N × 1 is the factor disturbance. In this model the time
series processes are stationary and the idiosyncratic disturbances are uncorrelated with the
factor disturbance at all leads and lags E(etη
′
t−k) = 0 and E(fteis) = 0 .
Combining equations 1,2 and 3 gives the following augmented prediction model which is
referred to as the diffusion index model:
yt+h = α
′ft + βWt + t+h (4)
In this model Wt can include the lags of the dependent variables or some other predetermined
predictors.
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To forecast the variable yt+h , first the factors in equation 1 and 2 are estimated, using the
principle components, then in the second step the estimated factors are implemented into
equation 3 for estimating the predictive regression. The two important issues about this
model are estimating the factors and determining the number of factors. The factors are
estimated using principle components analysis. Stock and Watson (2002) have shown that
under some mild conditions, such as stationarity of variables and the limited correlation
among idiosyncratic errors, the space spanned by the principle components with the highest
eigenvalues estimates the factors space consistently. Moreover, for large N the estimated
factors can be treated as data in the subsequent forecasting regressions. The number of
factors, r, is determined using the visual inspection method like Scree Plot (Cattell (1966))
or an information criterion such as AIC, BIC. Bai and Ng (2002a) develop an information
criteria which estimate the number of factors by minimizing an objective function that
depends on the likelihood function and number of factors. Ahn and Horenstein (2013)
estimate the number of factors through maximizing the ratio of adjoining eigenvalues. Onatski
(2009) develops a pivotal statistic for testing the hypothesis that q = q0 versus q > q0. As
these methods optimize different targets, we can expect that the outcomes depend on the
methods.
However, relying on a single model including the components with certain property (i.e r
highest eigenvalues) is problematic due to the following reasons:
1) The size of eigenvalues is related to the amount of information extracted from the
explanatory variables (not the dependent variable) and it is possible that the factors associated
with the large eigenvalues have no explanatory power and the ones with small eigenvalues do
have explanatory power for the dependent variable. So, searching over the models with the
highest eigenvalue factors could accompany the risk of including irrelevant factors or missing
the important ones. (Jolliffe (2002))
2) The selected model might not be the best one, or even if it is the best one, it is rarely
optimal to ignore the evidence from other models. ( Koop and Potter (2004))
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3) By selecting a single model, from the Bayesian point of view, we ignore the uncertainty
of the correctly specification. model uncertainty. Draper (1995) and Hodges (1987) discuss
the importance of proper treatment of model uncertainty for the forecasting and policy
analysis.
In this chapter we consider the model uncertainty by taking into account the set of
plausible models instead of relying on a single model. Specifically we estimate all models
including different factors and combine the outcomes across all models by Bayesian model
averaging. Thereby, the data determine the weight of each model in the aggregate measures
through model’s posterior probability. Since the total number of linear models is very large
(2105 different combinations of factors for K= 105), to track the results better and avoid
additional complexity, we narrow down the list of candidate models. Various number of
factor selection criteria (i.e. the information criteria by Bai and Ng (2002a), the extended
versions of AIC and BIC by Choi and Jeong (2013) and the pivotal test statistics by Ahn and
Horenstein (2013) and Onatski (2009)) suggest the number of components between six to
twelve. We reduce the set of components to 12 and consider the linear models constructed
using all combinations of the twelve principle components with highest eigenvalues. This
approach can be extended to include all factors using the importance sampling algorithm
described in Clyde et al. (1996b) or the stochastic search by George and McCulloch (1993).
These algorithms are based on Monte Carlo simulation from the models space with posterior
probability distribution p(Mi|Data), therefore the models with higher posterior probability
are more likely to be drawn, and consequently will have higher weight.
2.2.2 The Space of Models
Supposed Ft = [ft1, ft2, ..., ftk] is the vector of candidate factors (principle components)





t β + t (5)
where F γt = γ×Ft. γ : p×1 is an indicator vector, specifying the factors that are included in
the model and t is the disturbance. In this chapter we restrict the model space to the normal
linear models with the normal-gamma prior specification. But the space can be extended to
other models with different specification by implying the posterior simulation methods such
as Gibbs Sampler, Metropolis Hasting or etc. Since each γ corresponds to a single model,
therefor, the set of all γ ’s is a representation of the model space.
The regression model is written as follow:
Y = F γβ +   : (T − 1)× 1 (6)
















In this set up, there is no common variables in all models but in case of having common
predetermined variables, such as lagged of dependent variable, we could easily integrate them
out using a non-informative prior (Chipman et al. (2001). This is similar to offsetting the
linear effect of these common variables on the dependent and other explanatory variables.
Similar to Clyde et al. (1996b), we specify a hierarchical level in the prior distribution to
select the columns of F . Several priors for γ have been be used in the literature ( Koop and









θγii (1− θi)1−γi (7)
The choice of θ controls the degree of parsimony in representing the target subspaces and
determines the amount of shrinkage, for instance choosing θ ≤ 0.5 impose a penalty for
additional terms in the model (Clyde and Parmigiani 1996). A common non-informative
benchmark case θ = 1
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incorporate the idea that the factors with higher eigenvalues are more relevant than factors
with low eigenvalues.
Upon the above mentioned prior setting, the posterior distribution of the predictive distribution
is:
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2 + (βˆ − β0)′[V0 + I−1]−1(βˆ − β0)
s2 : OLSMSE with ν = n− p df.
and the posterior distribution of the model space is:


























































2.3 Model Based Measures of Uncertainty
The space of diffusion index models in section 2.2.2 is viewed as the stochastic environment
X from which a forecaster use an outcomeMi and provides the posterior predictive distribution
fy|Mi . The probability distribution G which which is assigned to environment X is the
posterior probability distribution of the model space P (Mγ|Y ). Similar to the survey-based
method, we consider the Shannon entropy of the model Mγ ’s predictive distribution fy|Mγ
as its measure of uncertainty about an economic variable Y and is:
Hγ(Y ) = −
∫
S














+ C(ν1, p). (11)
where

































and the consensus uncertainty is:
Hc(Y |X ) =
∑
γ
P (Mγ|Y )Hγ(Y )
which is the conditional entropy of Y given X . The consensus predictive distribution, which




P (Mγ|Y )f(y|Mγ, Y )
is a mixture t distribution with the weight equal to the posterior probability distribution
of the model space and the the divergence function based on the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
information is:





dy ≥ 0. (12)
The KL divergence and Shannon entropy provide the same measure of expected uncertainty
reduction and disagreement, known as the mutual information between X and Y :
M(X , Y ) = H(Y )−Hc(Y |X ) (13)
= Eg[K(f(y|Mγ) : fc)] ≥ 0. (14)
We can interpretM(X , Y ) as the expected utility of using the posterior predictive distribution
(f(y|Mγ) for prediction of Y (Bernardo (1979)).
Similar to the survey based framework, aggregate measures of uncertainty can be obtained
either by pooling the uncertainty functions of the distributions or by first pooling the models’
predictive distributions and then computing the uncertainty of the mixed distribution :
Uc(f(y|Mγ, Y )) = Eg[U(f(y|Mγ, Y ))] =
n∑
i=1




p(Mγ|Y )f(y|Mγ, Y ) (16)
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The first measure is referred to as the consensus uncertainty and fc is a linear pool of
the individual forecast distributions, hence a consensus forecast distribution (Garthwaite,
Kadane, and O′Hagan 2005). These two measure of aggregate uncertainty are connected
by the information provided by the individual forecast distributions about the economic
variable, which is generated by the expected uncertainty reduction:
Eg
[
U(fc(y|Y )− U(f(y|X ))
]
= U(fc(y|Y ))− Uc(f(y|X )) ≥ 0. (17)
The disagreement between predictive models is given by the expected information divergence
between the posterior predictive distribution f(y|Mγ) and the consensus forecast distribution
fc(y|Y ):





Both (17) and (18) measure the discrepancy between the individual forecasters and aggregate
distributions. WhenDc(f(y|X ,Y) : fc(y|Y )) is small, then the set of distributions f(y|Mγ, Y )’s
provides little information about the economic variable beyond the information provided
by their average, fc(y|Y ) so, fc(y|Y ) is a good representative of f(y|Mi, Y )’s. but when
Dc(fy|X , fc(y|Y )) is not small, then f(y|Mi, Y )’s are, on average, more concentrated and
provide information about the economic variable which is not provided by fc(y|Y ), hence
fc(y|Y ) is not a good representative of f(y|Mγ, Y )’s.
2.4 Empirical Implementation and Data
2.4.1 Data Description
The data set consists of quarterly observations on 143 U.S. macroeconomic time series
from 1960:1 through 2012:4. It includes a broad range of macroeconomic variables and covers
the important sections of economic activities . The series represent the following 13 main
categories : GDP components, industrial productions, employment, unemployment rate,
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housing, inventories, prices, wages, interest rates, money, exchange rates, stock prices and
consumer expectations. This data set has been used by Stock and Watson (2009, 2012b),
DAgostino et al. (2006),Boivin and Ng (2005) and many others to predict aggregate economic
variables such as GDP, Inflation, Unemployment rate and etc. The data are collected from
FRED, BOA, federal reserve board of governors and also DRI-McGraw-Hill Basic Economic
Database.
Following Stock and Watson (2012b) we exclude 34 high-level aggregate variables from the
macroeconomic time series because they are related to the other sub aggregates variables and
do not not add information in estimating the empirical factors. In the the theory of dynamic
factor model, it is assumed that the variables are stationary, similar to Stock and Watson
(2012b), we have transformed the time series by taking logarithms and/or differencing.In
general, the first differences transformation is applied to the nominal interest rates. All real
variables have been transferred by taking the first differences of logarithms (growth rates)
and second differences of logarithms (changes in rates of inflation) are applied to price series.
Following these transformations, all series are standardized to have sampled mean zero and
unit sample variance, and then the empirical factors are estimated by principal components
method. The detail information about the macroeconomic categories, the list of variables
variables and the transformations are presented in tables A1,A2 and A3 of the appendix.
2.4.2 Factor Estimation
We estimate the factors using principle components and compute the predictive distribution
of the higher level macroeconomic variables such as Industrial Production Index. Table 1
presents the summary statistics for the estimated factors using macroeconomic variables for
the period of 1960Q1 to 2012Q3. The first factor explains the largest fraction (23 percent)
of the overall variation in the panel of data X. Total variation is measured as the sum of the
variances of individual Xi s. The second factor explains the largest fraction of variation in
X, controlling for the first factor, and so on. The estimated factors are mutually orthogonal
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1 25.12 0.23 0.23
2 8.05 0.07 0.30
3 6.09 0.06 0.36
4 5.01 0.05 0.40
5 3.90 0.04 0.44
6 3.35 0.03 0.47
7 3.00 0.03 0.50
8 2.68 0.02 0.52
9 2.55 0.02 0.54
10 2.22 0.02 0.56
11 2.11 0.02 0.58
12 1.99 0.02 0.60
Table 2.1: The eigenvalues associated with the n=12 principle components estimated using the
macroeconomic time series for the period 1975Q1-2012Q4. The relative importance is the fraction of total
variance that is explained by factors 1 to i
by construction. Table (1) also reports the fraction of variation in the data explained by
factors 1 to 12. We Observe that the first 12 factors account for a large fraction (60 percent)
of the variance in the panel dataset.
2.4.3 Empirical Results
Following our discussion in the previous section we take the first 12 factors and define
the model space as the set of linear models with all combinations of these 12 factors. The
models are estimated using the date for 1960Q1 to 2012Q3 and their posterior predictive
distributions are computed or t = 2012Q4, which is a t-distribution in this set up.
Table (2.2) summarize the priors for the models parameters and the values of hyper
parameters. The prior of each model is specified by the Normal-Gamma distribution,
and the hyper parameters are chosen in such a way that result non-informative priors.
The Zellner (1983) g-prior is assigned to the variance of the the regression coefficients
V 0 = (gF
γ′F γ)−1 for g = 1
k2
where k is the number of factors in the model. To preform
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Table 2.2: Summary priors characteristics
yt+1 = F
γ′
t β + t
Scenario 1 Scenario 2 Scenario 3
θ1 0.5 0.38 1
θ2 0.5 0.12 0.32
θ3 0.5 0.09 0.24
θ4 0.5 0.08 0.20
θ5 0.5 0.06 0.16
θ6 0.5 0.05 0.13
θ7 0.5 0.05 0.12
θ8 0.5 0.04 0.11
θ9 0.5 0.04 0.10
θ10 0.5 0.03 0.09
θ11 0.5 0.03 0.08
θ12 0.5 0.03 0.08
β0 0 0 0
V 0 (gF
γ′F γ)−1 (gF γ′F γ)−1 (gF γ′F γ)−1
S2 1 1 1
ν0 0.001 0.001 0.001
Ω IT−1 IT−1 IT−1
Table 2.2: The prior on θi inclusion of the principle components as independence variables . The coefficients’
priors are non informative informative. k is the number of factors in the model, g = 1k2 . F
γ
t = γ × Ft,
γ : p× 1 is an indicator vector that determines the factors in the model
Bayesian model averaging in computing the aggregate predictive distribution as well as the
aggregate model’s entropy, we specify three different priors on the model space which are
based on the probability of inclusion and exclusion of each variables in the model. In the
first scenario, the factors are treated equally in a sense that the likelihood of being in a
model is equal across all factors, so the prior on the model space is a uniform distribution




. In the second scenario, the probability of including a




the thirds scenario, the probability of including the factor i depends on its relative size to
the largest eigenvalue and the probability is defined as pi ∝ λiλ1 . Basically, by choosing these
informative priors we give higher chance to the factors with high eigenvalues to be included
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in the model.
The posterior probability of each model is estimated using the above mentioned model space
prior and the the models with the highest posterior probabilities are presented in table (2.3).
Some comments about the posterior probabilities are as follow:
i) The model with the highest posterior probability include factors 1,2 and 4
ii) The combination of factors in the models with the highest posterior probability are similar
for the both informative prior ( although their posterior probabilities are different) but they
are different from the non-informative prior
iii) In case of non-informative prior we could see most of the models have very small and
close posterior probabilities, and no model dominates the others
iv) In case of informative prior there are few models with the highest probabilities and the
rest have small and similar posterior probabilities
The aggregate predictive distributions is computed using the Bayesian model averaging
process across the model space and therefore it is a mixture t-distribution with the weights
equal to the posterior model probabilities. Figure (2.1) depicts the histogram of the aggregate
predictive distribution.
In the next step, we estimate the following two measures of aggregate uncertainty :
i) The Shannon entropy of the aggregate (mixture) distribution: since the entropy of mixture
t doesn’t have a closed from, we first simulate n=50000 data from the distribution then
estimate the entropy empirically. Several methods have been introduced in the literature to
estimate the entropy Vasicek (1976), Ebrahimi et al. (1994), Dudewicz and Van der Meulen
(1987), Joe (1989), Ahmad and Lin (1976) and Mazzuchi et al. (2008). We follow Beheshti
and Soofi (2014) and estimate the entropy using the the estimated kernel density. The
estimation procedure is summarized in the following steps:
Step 1: Estimate the kernel density (fˆi) of the predictive distribution for 1024 bins
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Table 2.3: Models’ Posterior Probability Measures
yt+1 = F
γ′
t β + t
F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 P (Mi)
θi = 0.5
4087 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0.02
4088 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.02
4089 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.02
4090 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.03
4091 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.03
4092 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.03
4093 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.03
4094 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.03
4095 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.03




4087 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.02
4088 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.02
4089 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.02
4090 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.03
4091 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.03
4092 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.04
4093 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.05
4094 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.07
4095 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.08




4087 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0.02
4088 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.03
4089 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.04
4090 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0.04
4091 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0.04
4092 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.06
4093 1 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.07
4094 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0.11
4095 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.13
4096 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.31
Table 2.3: Models with the highest posterior probabilities for 3 scenarioes with uniform and informative
priors on the inclusion of principle components into the models
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Figure 2.1: Aggregate predictive distributions
Figure 2.1: Aggregate predictive distributions, mixed t distribution with the weight equal to models space
posterior probabilities.
Step 2: Calculate the weight wi =
fˆi∑i=50000
i=1 fˆi
Step 3: The Shannon Entropy H(Y ) = −∑i=50000i=1 wi log(fˆi)
ii) The Bayesian model averaging of the Shanon entropy of models’ predictive distributions.
The Entropy of each model’s predictive distribution is computed using equation 11. We also
compute the the entropy of model’s predictive distribution empirically using the random
data generated from the model’s predictive distribution and the above mentioned entropy
estimate procedure. It is verified that the estimated values are very close to the theoretical
measures.
Next, we compute the both aggregate measures of uncertainty (the entropy of aggregate
distribution and the average entropy of model’s predictive distributions) using the wights
equal to the posterior distribution of the models space. Table (2.4) shows that both aggregate
measures of uncertainty are very close together. The small measure of disagreement can be
interpreted that the aggregate predictive distribution can be a good representation of models’
predictive distributions.
Table (2.6) compares the models with the lowest entropy in each scenarios and it states
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Table 2.4: Summary Uncertainty Measures 2013Q1
yt+1 = F
γ′
t β + t






Hc(Y |X ) 1.06 1.07 1.07
Hˆc(Y |X ) 1.06 1.08 1.07
H(Y ) 1.25 1.25 1.25
E[K(fy|X : fc)] 0.19 0.18 0.19
Table 2.4: H(Y ) is the entropy of aggregate (mixture t) distribution, weights are the model space posterior
probability distribution). Hc(Y |X ) is the Bayesian averaging of the model’s posterior predictive distributions
entropy. Hˆc(Y |X ) is the Bayesian averaging of the entropies estimations of the models’ posterior predictive
distributions. E[K(fy|X : fc)] is the measure of disagreement, the difference between the uncertainty of
aggregate distribution and the aggregate uncertainty
that the magnitude of uncertainty bounds of predictive distributions are quite similar between
the models in different scenarios, while the combination of factors are different. Figure
(2.2) depicts the histogram of the predictive distributions uncertainties for all scenarios.
We observe that the model space can be grouped into four clusters of models with similar
uncertainty values. And this pattern is similar across all scenarios.
2.5 Conclusion
The model based measure of uncertainty has got a lot of attention in the literature.
Various models have been studied to measure the economic uncertainty. In all of these
studies, first a single model is selected and then the uncertainty is computed using certain
feature of the models predictive distribution. In this chapter we points out that correct
model is unknown and ignoring the other potential models could result in underestimating
or overestimating the measure of uncertainty. We consider the model uncertainty by taking
into account a set of plausible models instead of relying on a single model. We focus on the
diffusion index model and set up the model space as the set of linear models constructed by
different combination of principle components. Moreover, we limit the model specification to
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Table 2.5: Models’ Entropy Measures
yt+1 = F
γ′




F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7 F8 F9 F10 F11 F12 H(M〉)
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1.04
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1.04
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1.04
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1.04
5 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1.04
4092 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1.427301
4093 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1.427512
4094 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1.427625
4095 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1.427675
4096 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1.427731
θi = 0.5
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1.04
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1.04
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1.04
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1.04
5 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1.04
4092 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1.4273
4093 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1.4275
4094 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1.4276
4095 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1.4277




1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1.04
2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1.04
3 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1.04
4 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1.04
5 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 1.04
4092 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1.4273
4093 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 1.4275
4094 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 1.4276
4095 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 1.4277
4096 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1.4277
Table 2.5: Models with the lowest and highest Entropy for 3 scenarioes, uniform and
informative priors on the inclusion of principle components into the models
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Figure 2.2: The histogram of the model’s uncertainty under 3 scenarios
Figure 2.2: The histogram of the model’s uncertainty under 3 scenarios. The top panels are the histograms
with the iformative prior corresponding to scenario 2 and 3. and the the panel below is the histogram of
models entropy for the non-informative prior.
the linear Normal-Gamma structure. We compute the posterior distribution for each model
and carry out the aggregate predictive distribution through Bayesian model averaging. The
uncertainty of each model is computed using continues entropy of its predictive distribution.
Finally the aggregate measure of uncertainty is computed using the Bayesian averaging
of the model’s uncertainty (consensus entropy) or the entropy of the aggregate predictive
distribution (entropy of consensus predictive distribution). It is observed that both aggregate
measures of uncertainty (the entropy of aggregate distribution and the average entropy of
model’s predictive distributions) are very close together. The small measure of disagreement
is interpreted as the aggregate predictive distribution can be a good representation of




Predictability of Asset Return
3.1 Background and Literature Review
Financial intermediaries have been the center of attention since the financial crisis of
2007-2009. The changing nature and the growing influence of market based financial intermediaries
on economic activities have raised several questions about the interconnection between
financial intermediaries, Asset prices and aggregate economic activities. In the traditional
asset pricing literature, financial market is assumed to be frictionless and intermediaries
basically reflect the preference of investors, hence asset prices are determined by the covariation
between their future outcomes and the stochastic discount factor, or the marginal value of
wealth of representative investor. Therefore, there is no role for financial intermediaries’
capital in determining the asset prices and aggregate economic activities.
However, there are various features of financial markets that can not be explained by the
conventional models.
i) It is observed that financial crises usually initiates in the markets with complex
securities, in which financial intermediaries are the main players.
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ii) The dramatic increase in the risk premia as a feature of financial crises cannot be
justified with the traditional models.
iii) The policy actions that are taken during crisis to stabilize the asset prices and
the economy, such as lending window and increasing the intermediaries capital, target the
financial intermediaries.
So, we can think that financial intermediaries play an active rather than a passive role,
that is assumed in the standard model, and their balance sheet activities may declare
information about assets return. Theories of financial amplification, on the other hand,
suggest that financial intermediaries affect macroeconomic fluctuation through supply of
credit which is, in turn, determined by market risk premia. Adrian and Shin (2009) point
that financial intermediaries drive boost and bust of business cycles through the risk taking
channel. In their theory, the term spread determines the net interest margin (the average
profitability of bank lending). An increase in the term spread boosts the present value of bank
income, the forward-looking measure of bank capital and hence the risk -bearing capacity of
banking sector. The marginal loan that was not made before now becomes feasible under
the greater risk-bearing capacity. The balance sheets expansion of financial intermediaries
lowers the marker price of risks. They provide empirical support that the fluctuation in
the balance sheet size of the shadow banks and the security broker dealers affect the future
economic activities.
Non-arbitrage opportunity is another crucial assumptions in the traditional asset pricing
theory. However, some of the anomalies that have been documented in the financial market
refer to the fact that the arbitrage is not eliminated perfectly as it is presumed in the
standard models (Gromb and Vayanos (2010)). The arbitrage is usually performed by
some of the financial intermediaries as hedge funds, investment banks and etc, but the
agency frictions limit their trading activities. There is a recent and growing literature on
the limits of arbitrage (survey by Gromb and Vayanos (2010)) that study the arbitrageurs
and their constraint in eliminating the gap between the prices and the fundamental value of
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assets. According to the limited arbitrage theory, financial intermediaries are constraint in
eliminating the arbitrage and providing liquidity due to the following barrier: fundamental
and non-fundamental risk, cost of short selling, leverage and margin constraints, and the
constraint on equity capital.
The new generation of asset pricing models take the financial intermediaries into account
as active investors rather than just fund providers. Brunnermeier and Pedersen (2009) set
up an equilibrium asset pricing model in which intermediaries balance sheet plays a key role
through fire sale externalities. In this model, the pricing kernel depends on intermediaries’
leverage constraint.
He and Krishnamurthy (2013) have developed a general equilibrium asset pricing model
in which the marginal investor is a financial intermediary with equity capital constraint.
Households do not invest directly in risky asset, but they provide equity for the intermediaries
to be invested in behalf of them. They conclude that the risk premium depends on the
covariance of asset return with intermediaries’ consumption growth, or their wealth growth
for the special case of log utility function. Since the volatility of intermediaries’ wealth growth
is driven by their leverage exposure to the risky assets, so the risk premiums interconnect
to intermediaries leverage exposure. The model predicts that the risk premium rises when
intermediaries’ equity capital is more constrained. Therefore, the capital scarcity, financial
restriction of intermediaries, justifies the changes in risk premia.
Geanakoplos (2010) emphasizes the leverage cycle of financial intermediaries and explain
how the variations in leverage affect the assets prices and contributes to economic bubbles
and busts. In this model the equilibrium price and leverage are determined through the
demand and supply interaction.
The other approach to intermediaries’ asset pricing emphasizes the role of margin constraints.
In this framework, the market return is the pricing factor and the price of risk is the Lagrange
multiplier on margin constraints ( Garleanu and Pedersen (2011). Zigrand et al. (2010)
model the risk-neutral financial intermediaries that are subject to a value at risk (VaR)
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constraint. They show that the intermediaries’ demand for risky assets depends on the
Lagrange multiplier of the VaR constraint, and it reflects the effective risk aversion. Asset
prices depend on the level of effective risk aversion and, hence, on the leverage of financial
intermediaries. Specifically, the effective risk aversion is high when intermediaries’ leverage
is low. These findings can be interpreted as the expansion and contraction of intermediaries’
balance sheets is a proxy for time varying effective risk aversion of the financial sector.
On the empirical side of the literature, Adrian et al. (2010) examine the predictability
of asset return using the balance sheet quantities of financial intermediaries and find that
the annual leverage growth of security-broker dealers and the quarterly growth rate of
shadow banks’ financial assets have significant predictive power in forecasting the excess
return of various assets such as equities, corporate bonds and treasuries. They interpret
the balance sheet variables as proxies for time varying effective risk aversion and conclude
that the association between the balance sheet quantities and excess risk premia is due to
the information contained in balance sheets about the financial intermediaries’ willingness
to bear risk. They also document the result that the balance sheet of market based financial
intermediaries affect the future evolution of macroeconomic variables, such as GDP and
inflation, through supply of credit which is determined by the market risk premia. In
another paper, Adrian et al. (2011) argue that the leverage of security broker dealer is a
good proxy for the marginal value of wealth of financial intermediaries, and can be used
as intermediaries’ stochastic discount factor (SDF). They observe that the broker-dealer
leverage is a significant factor of cross section of equity return. Etula (2013) finds that
the balance sheet adjustment of security broker dealers is an important determinant of
commodity future returns. Particularly, they have documented that fluctuations in risk-bearing
capacity of broker dealers have strong forecasting power (in sample and out of sample) for
the energy returns.
The predictability of asset return have been investigated extensively in financial economics.
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A large number of studies have confirmed the predictability of stock and bond return by
means of interest rates, dividend yields and a variety of macroeconomic variables displaying
business cycle variations. In the macro finance literature, the cyclical fluctuations of asset
risk premiums are linked to macroeconomic fundamentals. The idea is that investors must be
compensated with risks associated to macroeconomic activities. Ludvigson and Ng (2009)
analyze the relation between bond excess returns and the macroeconomic aggregates in
the context of dynamic factor model. Using large number of variables, they estimate the
latent factors that explain the main variation of macroeconomic variables. Implementing
the estimated factors into a predictive regression model, Ludvigson and Ng (2009) find that
the real and inflation macro factors can predicts the future excess return on US government
bonds beyond the predictive power contained in forward rates and yield spreads. In another
paper Ludvigson and Ng (2007) study the empirical risk return relationship using a dynamic
factor model. Using the large macroeconomic as well as financial database, they found that
the factors extracted from the macroeconomic as well as financial variables increase the
predictability beyond the common variables have been studied in the literature.
In this chapter we explore the predictability of asset return using the macroeconomic
variables as well as the balance sheet quantities of financial intermediaries. Adrian et al.
(2010) using a variable selection methodology (Least Angle Regression) have identified the
leverage growth of the security broker dealers and the asset growth of shadow banks as
asset return predictors. They have verified the predictive power of these variables in a
forecasting regression including some of the common asset return predictors. We explore
whether the leverage growth of the security broker dealers and the asset growth of shadow
banks could improve the prediction of asset return beyond the macroeconomic variables.
Using the similar approach of Ludvigson and Ng (2009), we examine the predictability
of asset return in the context of dynamic factor model. We extend the macroeconomic
database, that have been used by Stock and Watson (2012a), Ludvigson and Ng (2009) and
many others in the macroeconomic forecasting and macro finance literature, by adding the
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balance sheet financial asset and liabilities of the main financial intermediaries. Following
the common approach in the literature, we estimate the factors by principle components.
We interpret the factors as real economic, inflation financial market factors and etc. In the
next step, the factors are implemented into an augmented forecasting regression model with
and without intermediaries variables in order to compare the predictability of these factors
and the intermediaries predictors in forecasting the asset returns that have been studied in
Adrian et al. (2010).
3.2 Methodology
3.2.1 Forecasting Framework
Suppose Xs = [x1s, x2s, ..., xNs]
′ is an N-dimensional covariance stationary process. We
are interested in forecasting a variable yt+h given Xs for s = 1, 2, ..., t.
Lets Ωt = span{Xt, Xt−1, Xt−2, ..., X1} is the linear space spanned by the vector process Xs
for s = 1, ..., t . The best linear forecast of yt+h at time t is the linear projection of yt+h on
Ωt:
yt+h|t = Proj{yt+h|Ωt} (1)
However, when the dimension of Ωt is large, the projection is infeasible due to the large
number of parameters and the limited degree of freedom. Assuming that the most variation
of variables is accounted by a few factors Ft = [f1t, f2t, ..., frt]
′ , where r << N , we can
approximate the large dimensional information set Ωt by a low dimensional
Ωyt = span{Ft, Ft−1, Ft−2, ...} ∪ span{yt, yt−1, yt−2, ...}
and
yt+h|t = Proj{yt+h|Ωt} ≈ Proj{yt+h|Ωyt } (2)
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3.2.2 Dynamic Factor Model (DFM) and Assumptions
In dynamic factor model, the variation of a group of variables Xt = [x1t, x2t, ..., xNt]
′
are driven by a limited number of latent variables ft = [f1t, f2t, ..., fqt] as follow:
Xt = λ(L)ft + et (3)
ft = Ψ(L)ft + ηt (4)
Where et : N × 1 is idiosyncratic disturbance, ηt : N × 1 is factor disturbance, L is the lag
operator, λ(L) : N × q and Ψ(L) : q × q are polynomial matrices. The i’th lag polynomial
λi(L) is the dynamic factor loading for the i’th series Xit. It is assumed that all the processes
are stationary and the idiosyncratic disturbances are uncorrelated with the factor disturbance
at all leads and lags, E(etη
′
t−k) = 0 and E(fteis) = 0. The model is called exact DFM when
the idiosyncratic disturbance are mutually uncorrelated at all leads and lags, E(eitejs) = 0.
It is called an approximate DFM when some limited correlation between the idiosyncratic
errors could exist. The Approximate DFM is more realistic in modeling the macroeconomics
variables. The static representation of DFM is as follow:
Xt = ΛFt + et (5)
Φ(L)Ft = Gηt (6)







′ : r × 1 and Λ = (λ0, λ1, λ2, ..., λp), λi is theN × q matrix
of coefficient on the i’th lag in λ(L). It is assumed that the degree of lag polynomial in
equation 3 is at most p. Φ(L) is a matrix consisting of one, zero and the elements of Ψ(L).
G is a matrix with elements 1 and 0. Both Φ(L) and G are defined such that the vector
autoregressive process in 4 to be the counter part of 6.
Two important issues about this model are estimating the factors and determining the
number of factors. To estimate the factors, depending on the dimension of variables space,
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three generations of methods have been proposed in the literature: state space methodology
(Stock and Watson (1989), and Quah and Sargent (1993)), nonparametric cross sectional
averaging (Chamberlain and Rothschild (1984), Connor and Korajczyk (1986), Stock and
Watson (2002) and Bai and Ng (2006))and a mixture of the state space and the principle
component methods (Giannone et al. (2008) and Doz et al. (2006)). The focus of this study
is on the large dimensional variable space which is the second generation. The key result of
implying this method is that under some mild conditions, such as stationarity of variables
and the limited correlation among idiosyncratic errors, the space spanned by the principle
components estimates the factors space consistently (Stock and Watson (2002)). Moreover,
the estimated factors can be treated as data in the subsequent forecasting regressions.
The number of factors is determined through a visual inspection method like Scree Plot
(Cattell (1966)) or using an information criterion such as AIC, BIC and etc. Bai and Ng
(2002a) estimate the number of factors through minimizing the likelihood function evaluated
at the principle component and penalize it by another factor which depends linearly on the
number of factors. Ahn and Horenstein (2013) estimate the number of factors through
maximizing the ratio of adjoining eigenvalues. Onatski (2010) develop a pivotal statistic for
testing the hypothesis that q = q0 versus q > q0.
As we mentioned earlier, DFM is used in the forecasting literature as a dimension
reduction technique. The forecasting procedure is conducted in two steps. First the variables
space is approximated by the space spanned by the latent factors. Then, the target variable
is projected over the factor space. In the next section we discuss this projection procedure
that is referred to Diffusion Index model.
3.2.3 Diffusion Index Model
The Diffusion index model (DIM) is extracted from dynamic factor models and have been
applied successfully in many countries to forecast macroeconomic variables. These include,
among others, Stock and Watson (2002) for the US, Marcellino et al. (2003) for the eleven
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countries in the Europe, Artis et al. (2005) for the UK, Schumacher and Breitung (2008)
for Germany, Bruneau et al. (2007) for France, and den den Reijer (2005) for the Netherlands.
Suppose yt is the variable we would like to forecast using large number of variables
Xt ∈ RN . The linear projection in equation 1 that is proposed for the forecasting is :
yt+h = α
′
xXt + t+h (7)
Where h is the forecast horizon. To avoid over fitting problem and achieve a more stable
forecast we need to put some sharp restrictions on the number of variables in the forecasting
equation. To resolve this problem Stock and Watson (1998) used the spaced spanned by the
factors as an estimate of Ωyt in equation 2 and proposed the factor augmented prediction
model by combining 3 and 4.
yt+h = α
′ft + βWt + et+h (8)
where Wt can includes the lags of the dependent variables, yt, and some other predetermined
predictors. To forecast the model, first the factors in equation 3 are estimated by principle
components, and in the second step the estimated factors are implemented into equation 8
for estimating the regression coefficient and performing the forecast. In this procedure, the
r principle components with the highest eigenvalues are usually used as estimated factors in
the the forecasting regression.
3.3 Empirical Implementation
3.3.1 Data Description
We use a broad range of macroeconomic variables, balance sheet quantities of the main
financial intermediaries groups, asset return of benchmark portfolios as well as the well-known
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asset return predictors that have been addressed widely in the literature. The macro variables
are standard database in the macroeconomic forecasting literature and have been used by
Stock and Watson (2009, 2012b), DAgostino et al. (2006), Boivin and Ng (2005) and many
others to predict aggregate economic variables such as GDP, Inflation, Unemployment rate
and etc. It consists of 110 quarterly macroeconomic variables that covers the period 1974Q1
to 2012Q4. The series represent the following 13 main categories : GDP components,
industrial productions, employment, unemployment rate, housing, inventories, prices, wages,
interest rates, money, exchange rates, stock prices and consumer expectations. The data are
collected from FRED, BOA, federal reserve board of governors and also DRI/McGraw-Hill
Basic Economic Database. The more detail information about the variable categories, list
of all variables, sources and their characteristics are presented in Table A2 and A3 of the
appendix.
The second group of variables consists of the balance sheet quantities of financial intermediaries
that have been used by Adrian et al. (2010) to study the predictability of the asset returns
such as market portfolio, corporate bonds and treasuries. The financial intermediaries are
divided into six categories: banks, pension funds, insurance companies, mutual funds, shadow
banks and security broker dealers. In the Banking sector we consider the financial assets
and liabilities of commercial banks, credit unions and saving institutions. Pension funds
and insurance category include the financial asset and liabilities of Life insurance companies,
private pension fund companies, state and local government employee retirement funds and
federal government employee retirement funds. In the mutual fund group we have money
market mutual fund, mutual funds and closed ended funds and institutions. Finally, Issuers of
asset backed securities, finance companies and funding corporations are classified as shadow
banking. The source of the data is the Federal Reserve ’s Flow of Funds account for the
sample period 1974Q1 to 2008Q4. The detail information of the variables and the sources is
provided in table 3 of appendix A4.
The third group of variables includes the common asset return predictors that have been
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studied extensively in the literature and proved to be important in predicting asset returns.
Some of these variables are: Lettau and Ludvigson (2001), log consumption wealth ratio,
dividend price ratio for the stock market(d/p), growth rate of security broker dealers leverage,
Term Spread (TERM); the difference between the yields of 10 year treasury and 3 month
treasury bill and default spread (DEF); the difference between the Moody’s Aaa and Baa
rated corporate bonds . We would like to compare their predictability power relative to the
estimated factors. The sources and the detail information about this dataset is given in table
A6 of the appendix.
The asset return series, as in Adrian et al. (2010), include a broad range of assets such as
stock portfolio and treasury securities. For the stock portfolio (table A5 of appendix 1) we
use the equity market portfolio and Famma French portfolios that are characterized by size
and book to market value which is gathered from the French’s website. For the government
securities we use the returns on 1,2, 5,7, 10,20 and 30 years treasury returns. We construct
the quarterly excess return data by compounding the monthly return data of the above
mentioned securities and subtract it from the 3-month treasury return.
3.3.2 Factor Estimation and Interpretation
Following the common approach in the literature (Stock and Watson (2012b) and Ludvigson
and Ng (2007)), we use the principle component method to estimate the latent factors. Two
set of latent factors are constructed and denoted as macro factors and macro-financial factors.
The macro factors are estimated using the balanced panel of 110 macroeconomic variables in
group 1 that span the period 1975Q112012:Q4. Macro-financial factors, on the other hand,
are computed using the macroeconomic variables in group 1 and the 26 balance sheet series
of financial intermediaries asset and liabilities in group 2 for the same period.
Since the theory of dynamic factor model assumes that variables are stationary, we
transform macro series into stationary process by taking logarithms and/or differencing.
In general, real variables have been transferred by taking the first differences of logarithms
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Table 3.1: Factors’ Summary Statistics
Factor Eigenvalue AR1(Fit) R
2
i Factor Eigenvalue AR1(Fit) R
2
i
MF1 26.8 0.76 0.24 MBF1 31 0.81 0.23
MF2 8 0.51 0.07 MBF1 11.5 0.83 0.08
MF3 6.2 0.20 0.06 MBF1 8.7 0.64 0.06
MF4 5.5 0.64 0.05 MBF1 6.4 0.16 0.05
MF5 4.3 0.26 0.04 MBF1 5.4 0.68 0.04
MF6 3.7 0.32 0.03 MBF1 4.7 0.36 0.03
MF7 3.2 0.45 0.03 MBF1 4 0.67 0.03
MF8 2.9 0.41 0.02 MBF1 3.4 0.29 0.03
Table 3.1: Left panel correspond to the latent factors estimated using the macroeconomic time series for
the period 1975Q1-2012Q4, and the right panel shows the factors estimated using macroeconomic as well
as balance sheet variables of financial intermediaries. AR1(fit) is the first-order autocorrelation coefficients
for factor i. The relative importance of the common component, R2i , is calculated as the fraction of total
variance in the data explained by factors 1 to i
(growth rates). First differences transformation is used for the nominal interest rates, and
second differences of logarithms (changes in rates of inflation) for price series. The detail
information about the macroeconomic variables and the transformations are provided in
tables A1 and A3 in the appendix. The balance sheet variables are transformed into growth
rate. Following these transformations, first all series are standardized to have zero sampled
mean and unit sample variance, and then the empirical factors are estimated by principal
components method.
Estimating the number of factor is one of the challenging issues in the factor model
literature (Bai and Ng (2002b), Onatski (2010) and Ahn and Horenstein (2013)). In this
chapter, we estimate the number of factors using the information criteria Bai and Ng (2002b)
. We have exercised the other methodologies by Onatski (2010), AIC, BIC criteria developed
for the factor model (Choi and Jeong (2013)) and Ahn and Horenstein (2013) criterion as
well. As it is expected, in finite sample, we observe discrepancy among different methods.
Overall, by looking at all criteria together, we could infer that the factor structure can be
described by six to eight factors which is consistent with the previous studies.
Following the theoretical results in Stock and Watson (2002), we choose the 8 principle
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components with the highest eigenvalue values as the estimates for latent factors. These
components account for about 55 percent of the variation in the series. Table 3.1 presents
summary statistics for the estimated macro factors(MFt ) using macroeconomic variables
(left panel) and the macro-financial factors (MBFt) using macroeconomic as well as the
balance sheet variables of financial intermediaries (right panel). The first factor explains
the largest fraction of the overall variation in the panel of data X. The second factor
explains the largest fraction variation in X, controlling for the first factor, and so on. The
estimated factors are mutually orthogonal by construction. Table 1 also reports the fraction
of variation in the data that is explained by factors 1 to 8. We Observe that a small number
of factors account for a large fraction of the variance in the panel dataset. The autoregressive
coefficient of each factor in table 1 shows that the persistence measure of estimated factors
are heterogeneous and not greater than 0.83.
To interpret the factors, we regress each variable (macroeconomic and balance sheet
variables) on the eight factors, one at a time. Because the factors are mutually uncorrelated,
the marginal R-squared is the explanatory power of the factor holding other factors fixed.
Figures 1 shows the marginal R-square statistic from regressing the macroeconomic time
series, given on the x-axis, on the estimated macro factor. We observe that the first factor,
MF1, loads heavily on employment and output data. This factor is interpreted as real
economic activity factor in the literature. The third factor MF3 is concentrated on prices and
monetary variables. The fifth factorMF5 loads on the interest and exchange rate variables,
and the sixth factor MF6 loads on the stock prices. Factor 8, MF8 , concentrates mainly on
the interest rates.
3.3.3 Predictability Approach
The predictability of asset return has been studied extensively in the literature. A
common approach to asses the predictability evidence has been to search among alternative
factors according to a predefined variable selection criterion such AIC (1973), BIC (Schwartz
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Figure 3.1: Marginal R-squares for the Latent Factors
Figure 3.1: Charts show the R-square from regressing the macroeconomic variables given on
the x-axis onto F1 through F8 for panel 1 through 8. The factors are estimated using data
from 1975:Q1 to 2012:Q4.
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1978), adjusted R-Square, or the most recent methods as Least Angle Regression (Efron,
Hastie, Johnstone,and Tibshirani (2004)), Lasso (Tibshirani(1996)). This procedure assumes
that the investors select a model at each point time using the available information and
choose a model based on the selection criterion, and perform a one period ahead forecast.
Then the fit between the recursive forecast of the excess return and the actual excess return
are computed using an association measure as adjusted R-square. Various critics to this
approach have been mentioned in the literature as adjusted R-square may not be reliable
in terms of indicating opportunities for profit making since monthly excess return doesn’t
follow a standard distribution or the transaction cost may erode the profit from the trade.
In this chapter we rely on a the diffusion index model, so the model selection is not the
issue of study here. Basically, we are interested to compare the predictability of asset return
with and without including the factors in the model. We first perform in-sample analysis by
running the predictive regression and check the statistical significance. Since the sample size
is small and the adjusted R-square is dismal in most of these regressions, we cannot conclude
the predictability based on this analysis. Moreover, the statistical significance analysis could
be also questionable. To make it more clear we did the following simulation analysis:
1) Simulate 200 data (similar to our sample size) from independent standard normal
distribution for 4 variables Y, X1, X2 and X3
2) run a regression of Y on X1, X2 and X3
3) repeat the procedure for 1000 time and count number of times in which a variable is
significant at 5
The results reveal that more than 30% of the time the regression have at least one
significant variable. So we cannot rely on in-sample statistical inference of the regression
results when the sample size is short and R2 is low.
To perform the predictive analysis, we perform model validation and use the mean square
forecast error as a measure of predictability. In the next section, we perform first the
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in-sample analysis, second the out of sample forecasting (model validation) and then we
compare the results.
3.3.4 In-Sample Analysis
In-sample analysis is performed to asses whether the extracted factors from the macroeconomic
variables as well as the balance sheet variables of financial intermediaries have statistical
significant effect on the asset returns. In several studies, for example Adrian et al. (2010) and
Adrian et al. (2011), it has been found that the asset growth of shadow banks and leverage
growth of security broker dealer have significant effect on the one quarter ahead asset returns
across a wide range of portfolios. In this study we analyze whether these evidence depend on
the inclusion of aggregate economic variables. We implement the estimated macroeconomic
factors (MF1,MF2, ...,MF8) and the macro-financial factors (MBF1,MBF2, ...,MBF8),
separately, into the predictive regression 8 in addition to the financial intermediaries predictors,
namely the annual leverage growth of security broker dealer (YSBRDLRLevg) and the
quarterly asset growth of shadow banks (qSHBNKAssetg59). We also control for the benchmark
predictors by adding term spread (TERM), Default spread (DEF), Lettau and Ludvigson
(2001) log consumption wealth ratio (Cay), dividend price ratio (DP ) into the regression
model.
The regression results for the excess return of equity market portfolio (MKT), Famma
French portfolio, that is characterized by size and book to market value (FF11,FF15, FF51
and FF55BM), and the return on treasury bonds for the maturities 1, 2, 5, 7, 10, 20 and 30
years are presented in tables 3-3 and 3-4 . For each Model, the variables that are statistically
significant at 95% confidence and the adjusted R2 statistics are reported.
Table 3-3 indicates that none of the macroeconomic factors are statistically significant
in explaining the future value of stock market excess return(MKT). However, similar to
Adrian et al. (2010), the leverage growth of security dealers is significant and has a negative
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Table 3.2: In sample analysis of the predictive regressions inclucing Macro factors
MKT FFSL FFSH FFBL FFBH T1 T2 T5 T7 T10 T20 T30














YSBRDLRLevg ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠
Adj.R2 0.06 0.03 0.16 0.02 0.17 0.09 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.06 0.08
Table 3.2: In sample analysis of the predictive regressions including Macro factors. h=1 forecast horizon for
the period 1975:Q1 to 2012:Q4. The variables are highlighted with spade are statistically significant at 95%
confidence.
impact on the stock market excess return, even when we control for all macroeconomic
factors. This verifies that the leverage growth of security broker dealers provide additional
information to the space spanned by macroeconomic variables. In the similar exercise for
Famma-French portfolio small size low value portfolio (FF11SL), We observe that non of
the factors are statistically significant, but the leverage growth of security broker dealers
maintains its significance by including the other factors and the asset return predictors.
Table 3-3 indicates the significance of the macro factors 2 and 6 ( MF2 and MF6), the the
dividend price ratio (DP ) and security broker dealer’s leverage growth for the Fama-French
small size high value portfolio (FF15SH). The results for the Fama-French portfolio (Large
size low value FF51BL) doesn’t show any significance for the macroeconomic factors or or the
other common asset return predictors, however the leverage growth of security broker dealers
still is significant. Finally, for the Fama-French large size high value portfolio(FF55BH), the
factor 2, 6 and 7 (MF2, MF6 and MF7),DP and the leverage growth of security broker
dealers are significance.
Overall, from table 3-3 we conclude that there are some macroeconomic factors that can
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Table 3.3: In sample analysis of the predictive regressions Macro-Finance factors















YSBRDLRLevg ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠ ♠
Adj.R2 0.05 0.03 0.14 0.02 0.18 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0.05 0.07
Table 3.3: In sample analysis of the predictive regressions including Macro-Finance factors. h=1 forecast
horizon for the period 1975:Q1 to 2012:Q4. The variables are highlighted with spade are statistically
significant at 95% confidence.
explain the future value of the stock portfolios but the pattern is not consistent across all
portfolios. Each portfolio, depends on its characteristic, associates with certain macroeconomic
factors. However the leverage growth of security broker dealer has significant negative effect
on all stock portfolios, so it verifies the hypothesis that this variable represents a common
feature of all stock prices. This is reffed to as a proxy for the stochastic discount factor,
intermediaries risk bearing capacity or sometime the intermediaries marginal value of wealth.
We repeat the same analysis for the treasury bonds’ returns with constant maturity 1,2,3,
5,10, 20 and 30 years (CMT1, CMT2, CMT5,CMT7,CMT10,CMT20,CMT30) using the
macroeconomic factors, intermediaries’ predictors and the common asset return predictors.
Adrian and Shin (2010) have found that the annual leverage growth of security broker dealers
doesn’t predict the treasury returns while the quarterly asset growth of shadow banks can
predict it. The last 7 columns of tables 3-3 depicts the significant variables in the the
predictive regressions of the treasury returns. We observe that the only variables that predict
the CMT1 are macro factors 8 (MF8) and log consumption wealth ratio (Cay). The result for
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CMT2 shows that factor 8 (MF8) is significant. Similar pattern is observed for the treasury
bonds with 5, 7 and 10 years maturity (CMT5 and CMT7 and CMT10). For the treasury
bond with 20 years maturity (CMT20), in addition to the factor 8 (MF8) the term spread
(TERM) are significant. In Treasury bond with 30 years maturity we observe that the only
significant variable is term spread (TERM).
In summary, the annual leverage growth of security broker dealers maintain their statistical
significant in explaining the one quarter ahead excess return of various stock portfolio even
when we control for the macroeconomic factors and the other return predictors. However,
about the treasury returns, interest rate factors (MF8), term spread and log consumption
wealth ratio (Cay) are significant in the predictive regression of some of the treasury returns,
but the interest rate factors (MF8) maintains its significance in all treasury returns. This
is consistent with Adrian and Shin (2009) who who describe the association between the
interest margin and the intermediaries asset growth. The quarterly asset growth of shadow
banks that has been identified in the previous studies as a predictor for treasury returns,
vanishes its significance by including the macroeconomic factors. Tables 3-4 present the
result of the same analysis using the factors extracted from the macroeconomic and balance
sheet variables as well and the results are very similar qualitatively to the macroeconomic
factors.
As the market based financial intermediaries are more developed in the period of great
moderation (after 1986) we repeat the estimation for this period as well. Although we could
find significant factors among the macroeconomic latent factors but we observe that both the
leverage growth of security broker dealers and the asset growth of shadow banks pronounce
significantly even with including the macroeconomics factors and benchmark predictors. This
is consistent with the result of Adrian et al. (2010).
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Table 3.4: Cross Validation Analysis - 1975:Q1 to 2012:Q4
AR(1) SBD SHBNK M MSBD MSHBNK BM BMSBD BMSHBNK
MKT 1.00 1.01 0.98 1.01 1.01 0.99 1.02 1.02 1.00 1.03
FF11SL 1.00 1.01 0.99 1.01 1.01 0.99 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.02
FF15SH 1.00 1.01 0.98 1.02 1.06 1.04 1.07 1.00 0.97 1.00
FF51BL 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.01 1.01 0.99 1.01 1.02 1.01 1.02
FF55BM 1.00 1.01 0.97 1.02 1.07 1.03 1.08 1.05 1.01 1.06
CMT1 1.00 1.05 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.03 1.04
CMT2 1.00 1.02 1.01 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.03
CMT5 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.02 1.03 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.04
CMT7 1.00 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.03 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.06 1.05
CMT10 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.03 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.06 1.05
CMT20 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.03 1.04 1.06 1.05
CMT30 1.00 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.02 1.04 1.03 1.03 1.05 1.04
Table 3.5: RMSFE for the out of sample forecasting Cross Validation relative to the benchmark model. the
forecast horizon is h=1, for the period 1975:Q1 to 2012:Q4.
3.3.5 Out of Sample Analysis-Cross Validation
We perform out-of-sample forecasting for the models that include the two balance sheet
variables (Asst growth of shadow banks and the leverage growth of Security Broker Dealer)
and the latent factors for predicting excess returns. Our method is cross validation analysis
and root mean square forecast error (RMSE) is used as a criteria to compare the forecasting
performance across different models. The following six forecasting procedure are examined
in this study:
1) Benchmark model that uses a constant as the single predictor
2) Autoregressive model of order 1 (AR(1))
3) Regression model with Security Broker Dealer’s leverage growth as the predictor (SBD)
4) Regression model with the asset growth of shadow banks as predictor (SHBNK)
5) Regression model with the first 8 principal components of macroeconomic variables as
predictors (M)
6) Regression model with the first 8 principal components of macroeconomic variables and
the leverage growth of security broker dealer as predictors (MSBD)
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Table 3.5: Cross Validation Analysis -1986:Q1 to 2012:Q4
AR(1) SBD SHBNK M MSBD MSHBNK BM BMSBD BMSHBNK
MKT 1 1.01 0.97 1.02 1.08 1.03 1.10 1.09 1.04 1.11
FF11SL 1 1.01 0.98 1.02 1.05 1.02 1.08 1.05 1.01 1.07
FF15SH 1 1.01 0.97 1.03 1.10 1.07 1.16 1.08 1.04 1.11
FF51BL 1 1.01 0.98 1.02 1.05 1.02 1.06 1.05 1.02 1.07
FF55BM 1 1.01 0.96 1.04 1.19 1.12 1.22 1.18 1.10 1.21
CMT1 1 1.00 1.02 1.00 1.08 1.12 1.04 1.07 1.11 1.03
CMT2 1 1.01 1.03 0.97 1.08 1.13 1.03 1.06 1.13 1.02
CMT5 1 1.00 1.03 0.96 1.07 1.12 1.01 1.06 1.13 1.01
CMT7 1 1.00 1.03 0.95 1.05 1.11 1.00 1.05 1.13 1.00
CMT10 1 1.00 1.03 0.95 1.04 1.08 0.99 1.03 1.11 0.99
CMT20 1 1.00 1.04 0.96 1.02 1.06 0.98 1.01 1.09 0.99
CMT30 1 1.00 1.04 0.96 1.02 1.05 0.98 1.01 1.07 0.99
Table 3.5: RMSFE for the out of sample forecasting Cross Validation relative to the benchmark model. the
forecast horizon is h=1, for the period 1986:Q1 to 2012:Q4.
7) Regression model with the first 8 principal components of macroeconomic variables and
the asset growth of shadow banks as predictors (MSHBNK)
8) Regression model with the first 8 principal components, constructed from the macroeconomic
and balance sheet variables, as predictors (BM)
9) Regression model with the first 8 principal components, constructed from the macroeconomic
and balance sheet variables, as predictors and the leverage growth of security broker dealer
as predictors (BMSBD)
10) Regression model with the first 8 principal components, constructed from the macroeconomic
and balance sheet variables and the asset growth of shadow banks as predictors (BMSHHBNK)
We have compared the cross validation RMSE of the above mentioned forecasting procedure
with the one obtained from the benchmark return model (procedure 1). We do the analysis
for the excess returns of following assets: MKT, FF11SL, FF15SH, FF51BL. FF55BM,
CMT1, CMT2, CMT5, CMT7, CMT10, CMT20, CMT30. Table 20 documents the relative
root mean square forecast error for the one quarter ahead forecast. The benchmark is the
model with only constant which represents the random walk hypothesis for the asset prices.
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We observe that the two financial intermediaries predictors perform better than the
benchmark model in predicting the excess returns on different assets. leverage growth of
security broker dealers perform better in predicting the stock market return, while shadow
bank asset growth does a better job in predicting the treasury bond returns for different
maturities. We repeat the same exercise for the period 1986-2012 (table 4) and we observe
that the relative performance pronounce stronger for this period comparing to period of
1975-2012. That could be again justified by the fact that market-based activities of financial
intermediaries have been developed more after the great moderation period. In sum, these
results indicate the in-sample predictive power of balance sheet growth indicators for the
excess returns that we have documented in the previous section is also present out-of-sample.
3.4 Conclusion
In this chapter we have re-examined the predictability of asset return using the macroeconomic
as well as the balance sheet variables of financial intermediaries. It has been well documented
(i.e. Adrian et al. (2010) and Adrian et al. (2011)) that the asset growth of shadow banks
and the leverage growth of security broker dealer can predict the asset returns across a
wide range of portfolios. In this study we have analyzed whether these variables have
predictive power beyond what is provided by the aggregate economic variables. Within
the context of factor model, we have estimated the macroeconomic factors using the large
number of macroeconomic variables. The linear regressions are set up to predict the excess
return of various portfolios using the estimated factors as well as the financial intermediary’s
predictors, namely annual leverage growth of security broker dealer the quarterly asset
growth of shadow banks. We control for the benchmark predictors by adding the term spread
(TERM), the Default spread (DEF), Lattau-Ludvigson log consumption wealth ratio (Cay),
Lettau and Ludvigson (2001) and dividend price ratio into the regression model. Similar to
Adrian et al. (2010) our asset target portfolios are market portfolio (MKT), Famma French
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portfolio that is characterized by size and book to market value (FF11,FF15, FF51 and
FF55BM) and the return on treasury bonds for the maturities 1,2,5, 7,10,20 and 30 years.
In sample analysis shows that there are some macroeconomic factors that predict the
stock portfolios but the pattern is not consistent across all portfolios. Each portfolio depends
on its characteristic associates with certain macroeconomic factors. However the leverage
growth of security broker dealer has a significant negative effect on all stock portfolios, even
when we control for the macroeconomic factors and the other return predictors. This verifies
the hypothesis that the leverage growth of security broker dealer represents a common feature
of all stock prices. About the treasury returns, the real economic activity factor (factor
1), interest rate factors (factor 8), term and default spread predict some of the treasury
excess returns, but the interest rate factors (factor 8) maintains its significance in almost all
treasury returns. The quarterly asset growth of shadow banks that has been identified in
the previous studies as a predictor for treasury returns vanishes its significance by including
the macroeconomic factors.
As the market based financial intermediaries are more developed in the period of great
moderation (after 1986) we repeat the estimation for this period as well. Although some
of the macroeconomic factors are statistically significant but we observe that both the
leverage growth of security broker dealers and the asset growth of shadow banks pronounce
significantly even with including the macroeconomics factors and benchmark predictors. This
is consistent with the result of Adrian et al. (2010).
Since the sample size is small and the adjusted R-square is dismal in most of these
regressions, we cannot conclude the predictability based on in-sample analysis. To perform
the predictive analysis, we perform model validation and use the mean square forecast error
as a measure of predictability. The cross validation analysis shows that the models with
balance sheet predictors (asset growth of shadow banks and the leverage growth of Security
Broker Dealer) as single variable outperform the benchmark and macroeconomic factors
in predicting the excess returns across different assets. Leverage growth of security broker
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dealers perform better in predicting the stock market return, while shadow bank asset growth
does a better job in predicting the Treasury returns for different maturities. Repeating the
same exercise for the period 1986-2012 indicates relatively stronger performance comparing
to the period of 1975-2012. It can be justified by the fact that market-based financial
intermediaries have been developed more after the great moderation period.
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Table A1: Variable Transformation
Transformation Code Variable
1 Xt
2 Xt −X(t− 1)





Table A2: Variable Categories
Group Brief description Examples of series Number of series
1 GDP components GDP, consumption, investment 16
2 IP IP, capacity utilization 14
3 Employment Sectoral and total employment and
hours
20
4 Unemployment rate unemployment rate, total and by
duration
7
5 Housing Housing starts, total and by region 6
6 Inventories NAPM inventories, new orders 6
7 Prices Price indexes, aggregate and
disaggregate; commodity prices
37
8 Wages Average hourly earnings, unit labor
cost
6
9 Interest rates Treasuries, corporate, term spreads,
public-private spreads
13
10 Money M1, M2, business loans, consumer
credit
7
11 Exchange rates average and selected trading partners 5
12 Stock prices various stock price indexes 5
13 Consumer
expectations
Michigan consumer expectations 1
14 Financial Banks Commercial Banks, Saving Institutions
and Credit Unions
6
15 Pension Funds and
Insurance Companies
Insurance Companies, Private Pension
Funds, State Local Government and
Federal Government Retirement Funds
10
16 Mutual Funds Money Market Mutual Funds, Mutual
Funds, Investment Companies and
Closed-end Funds
4
17 Shadow Banks and
Mortgage Pools
ABS Issuers, Finance Companies,





Security Broker Dealers 2
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Table A3: Macroeconomic Variables
The table lists all the series in the data set, the transformation applied to the series according to Tcode(TC)
described in Table 1), whether the series is used to compute the principal components (E; 1 = used), the
category grouping of the series (C), and a brief data description.
Long Desc. Short Desc TC E C
Industrial Production Index-Total Index IP: total 5 2 2
Industrial Production Index-Products, Total IP: products 5 2 2.01
Industrial Production Index-Final Products IP: final prod 5 2 2.02
Industrial Production Index-Consumer Goods IP: cons gds 5 2 2.03
Industrial Production Index-Durable Consumer Goods IP: cons dble 5 1 2.04
Industrial Production Index-Nondurable Consumer Goods iIP:cons nondble 5 1 2.05
Industrial Production Index-Business Equipments IP:bus eqpt 5 1 2.06
Industrial Production Index-Materials IP: matls 5 2 2.07
Industrial Production Index-Durable Goods Materials IP: dble mats 5 1 2.08
Industrial Production Index-Nondurable Goods Materials IP:nondble mats 5 1 2.09
Industrial Production Index-Manufacturing (SIC) IP: mfg 5 1 2.1
Industrial Production Index-Residntial Utilitie IP: res util 5 0 2.11
Industrial Production Index-Fuels IP: fuels 5 1 2.12
NAPM Production Index NAPM prodn 1 1 2.13
Capacity Utlization- Manufacturing(SIC) Capacity Util 1 1 2.14
Avg Hrly Earnings, Prod Wrks, Nonfarm-Goods-Producing AHE: goods 6 0 7.6
Avg Hrly Earnings, Prod Wrks, Nonfarm-Construction AHE: const 6 0 7.61
Avg Hrly Earnings, Prod Wrks, Nonfarm-MFG AHE: mfg 6 0 7.62
Real Avg Hrly Earnings, Prod Wrks Nonfarm-Goods-Producing
(CES275/PI071)
Real AHE: goods 5 2 8.2
Real Hrly Earnings, Prod Wrks, Nonfarm-Construction
(CES277/PI071)
Real AHE: const 5 1 8.21
Real Hrly Earnings, Prod Wrks, Nonfarm-MFG (CES278/PI071) Real AHE: mfg 5 1 8.22
Employees, Non-Farm-Total Private Emp: total 5 2 3
Employees, Non-Farm-Goods-Producing Emp: gds prod 5 2 3.001
Employees, Non-Farm-Mining Emp: mining 5 1 3.011
Employees, Non-Farm-Construction Emp: const 5 1 3.021
Employees, Non-Farm-MFG Emp: mfg 5 2 3.031
Employees, Non-Farm-Durable Goods Emp: dble gds 5 1 3.041
Employees, Non-Farm-Nondurable Goods Emp: nondbles 5 1 3.051
Employees, Non-Farm-Service Providing Emp: services 5 1 3.061
Employees, Non-Farm-Trade, Transport, Utilities Emp: TTU 5 1 3.071
Employees, Non-Farm-Wholesale Trade Emp: wholesale 5 1 3.081
Employees, Non-Farm-Retail Trade Emp: retail 5 1 3.091
Employees, Non-Farm-Financial Activities Emp: FIRE 5 1 3.101
Employees, Non-Farm-Government Emp: Govt 5 1 3.111
Index of Help-Wanted Advertising in Newspapers (1967=100;sa) Help wanted indx 2 1 3.2
Employment: Ratio; Help-Wanted Ads:NO. Unemployed CLF Help wanted/emp 2 1 3.21
Civilian Labor Force:Employed, Total (sa) Emp CPS total 5 2 3.22
Civilian Labor Force:Employed, Nonagric.Industries (sa) Emp CPS nonag 5 1 3.23
Unemployment Rate:All Workers, 16 Yearsand Over (sa) U: all 2 1 4
Unemploy.by Duration:Average(Mean)Duration in Weeks (sa) U: mean duration 2 1 4.01
Unemploy.by Duration:Persons Unempl.Less than 5 WKS (sa) U ¡ 5 wks 5 1 4.02
Unemploy.by Duration:Persons Unempl. 5 to 14 WKS (sa) U 5-14 wks 5 1 4.03
Unemploy.by Duration:Persons Unempl. 15 WKS + (sa) U 15+ wks 5 1 4.04
Unemploy.by Duration:Persons Unempl. 15 TO 26 WKS (sa) U 15-26 wks 5 1 4.05
Unemploy.by Duration:Persons Unempl. 27 WKS + (sa) U 27+ wks 5 1 4.06
Avg wkly Hours, Prod Wrks, Nonfarm- Goods-Producing Avg hrs 1 1 3.5
Avg Wkly Overtime Hours, Prod Wrks, Nonfarm-MFG Overtime:mfg 2 1 3.51
Housing Authorized:Total New Priv Housing Units (SAAR) 4 2 5.001
Housing Starts:Nonfarm(1947-58);Total Farm and Nonfarm
(1959-) (sa)
HStarts: Total 4 2 5
Housing Starts: Northeast (Thous. Units)sa HStarts: NE 4 1 5.01
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Long Desc. Short Desc TC E C
Housing Starts:Midwest(THOUS.U.)sa HStarts: MW 4 1 5.02
Housing Starts:South (THOUS.U.)sa HStarts: South 4 1 5.03
Housing Starts:West (THOUS.U.)sa HStarts: West 4 1 5.04
Interest Rate:Federal Funds (EFFECTIVE) (per annum,nsa) FedFunds 2 1 9
Interest Rate:U.S.Treasury Bills, SEC MKT,3-MO.(per annum,nsa) 3 mo T-bill 2 1 9.01
Interest Rate:U.S.Treasury Bills, SEC MKT,6-MO.(per annum,nsa) 6 mo T-bill 2 2 9.02
Interest Rate:U.S.Treasury Const Maturities, 1-YR( per annum,nsa) 1 yr T-bond 2 1 9.03
Interest Rate:U.S.Treasury Const Maturities, 5-YR(per annum,nsa) 5 yr T-bond 2 2 9.04
Interest Rate:U.S.Treasury Const Maturities, 10-YR(per annum,nsa) 10 yr T-bond 2 1 9.05
Bond Yield: Moody’S AAA Corporate (per annum) Aaabond 2 2 9.06
Bond Yield: Moody’S BAA Corporate (per annum) Baa bond 2 2 9.07
fygm6-fygm3 fygm6-fygm3 1 1 9.08
fygt1-fygm3 fygt1-fygm3 1 1 9.09
fygt10-fygm3 fygt10-fygm3 1 1 9.1
FYAAAC-Fygt10 FYAAAC-Fygt10 1 1 9.11
FYBAAC-Fygt10 FYBAAC-Fygt10 1 1 9.12
Money Stock: M1(sa) M1 6 1 10
MZM (sa) FRB St. Louis MZM 6 1 10.01
Money Stock:M2 M2 6 1 10.02
Monetary Base, Adjusted for Reserve Requirement Changes(sa.) MB 6 1 10.03
Depository Inst Reserves:Total,Adjusted for Reserve Requirement
Changes(sa)
Reserves tot 6 1 10.04
Depository Inst Reserves:Nonborrowed,Adjusted for Reserve Requirement
Changes(sa)
Reserves nonbor 6 1 10.05
Commercial and Industrial Loans at All Commercial Banks (FRED) (sa) BUSLOANS 6 1 10.06
Consumer Credit Outstanding-Nonrevolving(G19) Cons credit 6 1 10.07
Personal Consumption Expenditures, Price Index (2000=100), SAAR PCED-All 6 0 7.5
Personal Consumption Expenditures-Durable Goods, Price
Index(2000=100), sa
PCED-Dur 6 0 7.51
Personal Consumption Expenditures-Nondurable Goods,Price Index
(2000=100)
PCED-Ndur 6 0 7.52
Personal Consumption Expenditures-Services, Price Index (2000=100),
saar
PCED-Serv 6 0 7.53
CPI All Items (sa) Fred CPI-ALL 6 2 7.15
CPI Less Food and Energy (sa) Fred CPI-Core 6 2 7.17
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Long Desc. Short Desc TC E C
PCE Price Index Less Food and Energy (sa) Fred PCED-Core 6 2 7.16
Producer Price Index: Finished Goods (82=100,sa) PPI: fin gds 6 0 7.54
Producer Price Index: Finished Consumer Goods (82=100,sa) PPI: cons gds 6 0 7.55
Producer Price Index: Intermed Mat.Suplies and
Components(82=100,sa)
PPI: int matls 6 0 7.56
Producer Price Index: Crude Materials (82=100,sa) PPI: crude matls 6 0 7.57
Real Producer Price Index:Crude Materials (82=100,sa)
(PWSMSA/PCEPILFE)
Real PPI crude mat. 5 0 7.7
Spot Market Price Index:BLS and CRB: All
Commodities(1967=100)
Commod spot price 6 0 7.71





Producer Price Index: Crude Petroleum (82=100,nsa) PPI CrudeOil 6 0 7.73
PPI Crude (Relative to Core PCE) (pw561/PCEPiLFE) OilPrice (Real) 5 1 7.74
NAPM Commodity Price Index(Percent) NAPM com price 1 1 7.75
United States;Effective Exchange Rate(MERM)(Index No.) Ex rate: avg 5 1 11
Foreign Exchange Rate: Switzerland Swiss France per U.S.Dollar) Ex rate: Switz 5 1 11.01
Foreign Exchange Rate: Japan (Yen per U.S. Dollar) Ex rate: Japan 5 1 11.02
Foreign Exchange Rate: United Kingdom (cenets per pound) Ex rate: UK 5 1 11.03
Foreign Exchange Rate: Canada Canadian Dollar per U.S. Dollar) EX rate: Canada 5 1 11.04
S and P Common Stock Price Index: Composite (1941-43=10) S and P 500 5 1 12
S and P Common Stock Price Index, Industrials (1941-43=10) S and P: indust 5 1 12.01
S and P Common Stock Price Index: Dividend Yield (per annum) S and P div yield 2 1 12.02
S and P Composite Common Stock: Price Earning Ratio (nsa) S and P PE ratio 2 1 12.03
Common Stock Prices: Dow Jones Industrial Average DJIA 5 1 12.04
U. OF Mich. Index of Consumer Expectations (BCD-83) Consumer exp 2 1 13
Purchasing Managers’ Index (sa) PMI 1 1 6
NAPM New Orders Index (Percent) NAPM new ordrs 1 1 6.01
NAPM Vendor Deliveries Index (Percent) NAPM vendor del 1 1 6.02
NAPM Inventories Index (Percent) NAPM Invent 1 1 6.03





New Orders, Non Defense Capital Goods, 1996 Dollars (BCI) Orders
(NDCapGoods)
5 1 6.05
Real Gross Domestic Product, Quantity Index (2000=100), saar RGDP 5 2 1
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Long Desc. Short Desc TC E C
Real Personal Consumption Expenditures, Quantity Index
(2000=100), saar
Cons 5 2 1.01
Real Personal Consumption Expenditures-Durable Goods,
Quantity Index (2000=100)
Cons-Dur 5 1 1.02
Real Personal Consumption Expenditures-Nondurable Goods,
Quantity Index (2000=100)
Cons-NonDur 5 1 1.03
Real Personal Consumption Expenditures-Services, Quantity
Index (2000=100)
Cons-Serv 5 1 1.04
Real Gross Private Domestic Investment, Quantity Index
(2000=100), saar
GPDInv 5 2 1.05
Real Gross Private Domestic Investment-Fixed Investment,
Quantity InReal Gross Private Domestic Investment - Residential,
Quantity Index (2000=100)
Res.Inv 5 1 1.1
dex (2000=100) FixedInv 5 2 1.06
Real Gross Private Domestic Investment-Nonresidential ,
Quantity Index (2000=100)
NonResInv 5 2 1.07
Real Gross Private Domestic Investment-Nonresidential -
Structures, Quantity
NonResInv-Struct 5 1 1.08
Real Gross Private Domestic Investment-Nonresidential -
Equipment and Software
NonResInv-Bequip 5 1 1.09
Real Exports, Quantity Index (2000=100), SAAR Exports 5 1 1.11
Real Imports, Quantity Index (2000=100), SAAR Imports 5 1 1.12
Real Government Consumption Expenditures and Gross
Investment, Quantity Index
Gov 5 2 1.13
Real Government Consumption Expenditures and Gross
Investment-Federal, Quantity Index
Gov Fed 5 1 1.14
Real Government Consumption Expenditures and Gross
Investment- State and Local
Gov State/Loc 5 1 1.15
Real Final Sales of Domestic Product, Quantity Index
(2000=100), saar
FinalSales 5 0 1.16
Real Gross Domestic Purchases, Quantity Index (2000=100), saar DomPurchases 5 0 1.17
Real Final Sales to Domestic Purchasers, Quantity Index
(2000=100), saar
SalestoDomPurc 5 0 1.18
Real Gross National Product, Quantity Index (2000=100), saar RGNP 5 0 1.19
Gross Domestic Product, Price Index (2000=100) , saar PGDP 6 0 7
Personal Consumption Expenditures, Price Index (2000=100),
saar
PCED 6 0 7.1
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Personal Consumption Expenditures-Durable Goods, Price Index
(2000=100), sa
PCED-Dur 6 0 7.2
Personal Consumption Expenditures-Nondurable Goods, Price Index
(2000=100)
PCED-Ndur 6 0 7.21
Personal Consumption Expenditures-Services, Price Index
(2000=100), saar
PCED-Serv 6 0 7.22
Gross Private Domestic Investment, Price Index (2000=100) , saar PGPDI 6 0 7.23
Gross Private Domestic Investment-Fixed Investment, Price Index
(2000=100)
PFixedInv 6 0 7.24
Gross Private Domestic Investment-Nonresidential, Price Index
(2000=100)
PNonResInv 6 0 7.25
Gross Private Domestic Investment-Nonresidential-Structures, Price
Index (2000=100)
PNonResStruc 6 0 7.26
Gross Private Domestic Investment-Nonresidential-Equipment and
Software, Price Index (2000=100)
PNonResEqu 6 0 7.27
Gross Private Domestic Investment-Residential, Price Index
(2000=100), saar
PResInv 6 0 7.28
Exports, Price Index (2000=100), saar Pexp 6 0 7.29
Imports, Price Index (2000=100), saar Pimp 6 0 7.3
Government Consumption Expenditures and Gross Investment, Price
Index (2000=100)
Pgov 6 0 7.31
Government Consumption Expenditures and Gross
Investment-Federal, Price Index
Pgov-Fed 6 0 7.32
Government Consumption Expenditures and Gross Investment-State
and Local, Price Index
Pgov-stat/loc 6 0 7.33
Final Sales of Domestic Product, Price Index (2000=100), saar P-FinSale 6 0 7.34
Gross Domestic Purchases, Price Index (2000=100), saar P-Purch 6 0 7.35
Final Sales to Domestic Purchasers, Price Index (2000=100), saar P-SalesPurc 6 0 7.36
Gross National Product, Price Index (2000=100), saar PGNP 6 0 7.37
Output per Hour All Persons Business SEC(1982=100,sa) Labor Prod 5 1 8.3
Real Compensation per Hour, Employees:Nonfarm Business
(1982=100,sa)
Real Comp/Hour 5 1 8.31
Hours of All Persons: Nonfarm Business SEC (1982=100,sa) Emp. Hours 5 1 3.3
Unit Labor Cost: Nonfarm Business SEC (1982=100,sa) Unit Labor Cost 5 1 8.32
Gross Domestic product Price Index PGDP 6 2 7
Personal consumption expenditures Price Index PCED 6 2 7.1
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Durable goods Price Index PCED-DUR 6 2 7.2
Motor vehicles and parts Price Index PCED-DUR- MOTORVEH 6 1 7.21
Furniture and household equipment Price Index PCED-DUR-HHEQUIP 6 1 7.22
Other Price Index PCED-DUR-OTH 6 1 7.23
Nondurable goods Price Index PCED-NDUR 6 2 7.24
Food Price Index PCED-NDUR-FOOD 6 1 7.25
Clothing and shoes Price Index PCED-NDUR-CLTH 6 1 7.26
Gasoline, fuel oil, and other energy goods Price Index PCED NDUR ENERGY 6 1 7.27
Other Price Index PCED-NDUR-OTH 6 1 7.28
Services Price Index PCED-SERV 6 2 7.29
Housing Price Index PCED-SERV-HOUS 6 1 7.3
Household operation Price Index PCED-SERV-HOUSOP 6 2 7.31
Electricity and gas Price Index PCED-SERV-H0-ELGAS 6 1 7.32
Other household operation Price Index PCED-SERV-HO-OTH 6 1 7.33
Transportation Price Index PCED-SERV-TRAN 6 1 7.34
Medical care Price Index PCED-SERV-MED 6 1 7.35
Recreation Price Index PCED-SERV-REC 6 1 7.36
Other Price Index PCED-SERV-OTH 6 1 7.37
Gross Private Domestic Investment Price Index PGPDI 6 2 7.38
Fixed investment Price Index PFI 6 2 7.39
Nonresidential Price Index PFI-NRES 6 2 7.4
Structures Price Index PFI-NRES-STR 6 1 7.41
Equipment and software Price Index PFI-NRES-EQP 6 1 7.42
Residential Price Index PFI-RES 6 1 7.43
Exports Price Index PEXP 6 1 7.44
Goods Price Index PEXP-GOODS 6 0 7.45
Services Price Index PEXP-SERV 6 0 7.46
Imports Price Index PIMP 6 1 7.47
Goods Price Index PIMP-GOODS 6 0 7.48
Services Price Index PIMP-SERV 6 0 7.49
Government Consumption Expenditures and Gross
Investment Price Index
PGOV 6 2 7.5
Federal Price Index PGOV-FED 6 1 7.51
State and local Price Index PGOV-SL 6 1 7.52
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Table A4: Financial Intermediaries balance Sheet Variables
Variable Available Description Type
SBRDLRFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Security brokers and dealers; total financial
assets,
Level NSA
SBRDLRL 1974Q1-2012Q4 Security brokers and dealers; total liabilities Level NSA
FNDCORPFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Funding corporations; total financial assets Level NSA
FNDCORPFAL1974Q1-2012Q4 Funding corporations; total liabilities Level NSA
FINCOFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Finance companies; total financial assets Level NSA
FINCOL 1974Q1-2012Q4 Finance companies; total liabilities Level NSA
MMMFFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Money market mutual funds; total financial
assets
Level NSA
MFL 1974Q1-2012Q4 Mutual funds; mutual fund shares; liability Level NSA
MFFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Mutual funds; total financial assets Level NSA
CEFFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Closed-end Funds : Total Financial Assets Level NSA
LICFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Life insurance companies; total financial
assets
Level NSA
LICL 1974Q1-2012Q4 Life insurance companies; total liabilities Level NSA
PPFFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Private defined benefit pension funds; total
financial assets
Level NSA
PPFL 1974Q1-2012Q4 Private defined contribution pension funds;
total financial assets
Level NSA
SLGERFL 1974Q1-2012Q4 State and local government employee
retirement funds; pension fund reserves;
liability
Level NSA
SLGERFFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 State and local government employee
retirement funds; total financial assets
Level NSA
FGRFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Federal government retirement funds;
nonmarketable Treasury securities; asset
Level NSA
FGRFFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Federal government retirement funds; total
financial assets
Level NSA
CUFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Credit unions; total financial assets Level NSA
CUL 1974Q1-2012Q4 Credit unions; total liabilities Level NSA
CBFA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Commercial Banks; total financial assets Level NSA
CBL 1974Q1-2012Q4 Commercial Banks; total liabilities Level NSA
SIL 1974Q1-2012Q4 Savings institutions; total liabilities Level NSA
SIA 1974Q1-2012Q4 Savings institutions; total assets (Call Report) Level NSA
.
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Table A5: Benchmark Portfolio Returns
Mnemonic Description Source
Equity Portfolios
MKT Famma French MarketPortfolio Kenneth French Website
FF11 Small Size Low Value Portfolio Kenneth French Website
FF15 Small Size High Value Portfolio Kenneth French Website
FF51 Large Size Low Value Portfolio Kenneth French Website
FF55 Large Size High Value Portfolio Kenneth French Website
Treasury Returns
CMT1 1-year Constant Maturity Treasury Return FED Board
CMT2 2-year Constant Maturity Treasury Return FED Board
CMT5 5-year Constant Maturity Treasury Return FED Board
CMT7 7-year Constant Maturity Treasury Return FED Board
CMT10 10-year Constant Maturity Treasury Return FED Board
CMT20 20-year Constant Maturity Treasury Return FED Board
CMT30 30-year Constant Maturity Treasury Return FED Board
Table A6: Asset Returns Predictors
Mnemonic Description Source
Cay Log Consumption Wealth ratio Sydney Ludvigsons Website
D/P Log Dividend Price Ratio of SP500 Robert Shillers Website
TERM TERM Spread(10year-3month) FRED
DEF Default Spread (Moodys Aaa-Baa) FRED
RREL 3-month Treasury Rate minus its 4-quarter
Moving Average
FRED
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